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Mumbai: Actor-producer Arbaaz
Khan, who was most recently seen in
the streaming series Tanaav, is set
to marry again.

Arbaaz, who has been reportedly dat-
ing make-up artiste Shura Khan, is
set to take the plunge and take their
story forward.

As per a media report, Arbaaz and
Shura will take the wedding vows in
an intimate ceremonyDecember 24.

The couple reportedly met on the
sets of  Arbaaz’s upcoming film
Patna Shukla. However, both

Arbaaz and Shura have remained
tight-lipped about their rela-

tionship and have not shared any of-
ficial statements about their wed-
ding.

The actor was earlier married to
Malaika Arora before the two offi-
cially parted ways in May 2017.
Malaika went on to date Bollywood
actor Arjun Kapoor and continues
to go strong. Despite their separa-
tion, Malaika and Arbaaz remain co-
parents to their son, Arhaan.

Arbaaz also dated actress Giorgia
Andriani for several years after his di-
vorce. The two parted ways as was con-
firmed by Giorgia Andriani a few
days ago. IANS

Ankita seeks
divorce!
Mumbai: In the latest episode of  Bigg
Boss 17, a fight between Vicky Jain and
Ankita Lokhande caught the eyeballs of
many.

The two got into a fight after Vicky and
wild card entrant Ayesha Khan were seen
joking about how ‘married people suffer a
lot’. This conversation made Ankita angry,
and she asked if  Vicky wanted a divorce.

The fight began when Ayesha questioned
Vicky about married life. Vicky replied
with a joke and said that married men can
never really reveal how much they suffer.

Vicky said, “I can never really say how
I feel. This is what married people, espe-
cially men, go through. They can’t really
tell what they really go through and
what they suffer.”

Replying to Vicky, Ankita said, “If
you suffer so much, then why are you
with me? Let’s take a divorce; I don’t want
to go back home with you.”

“Vicky loves me, but he isn’t offering
me what I really
want. I feel dom-
inated by him
at times,” she
added
while talk-
ing  to
Ayesha.
IANS

Struggle is similar 
for everyone: Ajay
Mumbai: Actor Ajay Devgn and film-
maker Rohit Shetty recently graced the
couch of  Koffee With Karan, where
they opened up about the nepotism de-
bate and shared their struggles to
make a living in the film industry.

Ajay mentioned the popularity of  the
word ‘nepotism’ these days and said,
“Today you go on social media and read
so many things like nepotism, etc.,
but people don’t realise that the gen-
erations have worked very, very hard
to reach here. It’s not an easy story.”

“I have seen people getting ruined,”
said Ajay as he went on to de-

scribe how people like his
father and others

would  come to
Mumbai ,  give
themselves  a
year’s time, and if
the project didn’t
work, they would
visit production

houses every six
months to ask for
work.

He went on to add,
“You belong to the in-

dustry or not; the strug-
gle is similar for every-

one; you have to work hard.
We are still working hard.

When Rohit (Shetty) came
as an assistant, he lit-

erally didn’t have
money to  have
proper food. Both
my ankles are bro-
ken; people don’t
see that hard
work.”

AGENCIES

Mumbai: Actress Ananya
Panday, in a recent interview,
talked about starting her act-
ing career early and her des-
peration for validation.

Reflecting on her jour-
ney in the film industry,

the Liger actress
disclosed that in
the early stages
of  her career,
which be gan
with the film

Student of  the
Year 2 in 2019, she

grappled with a
strong desire for

validation.  She
delved into this phase,

revealing that she
shared a ‘people-pleaser’

trait with her father,
Chunky Panday. She can-

didly admitted to the initial
confusion she faced, won-
dering why everyone
didn’t love her, as
she believed her-
self  to be a nice
person with the
af fection of
friends and
family.

However,
the actress
highlighted
a pivotal
shift in her
mindset
this year.
She con-

veyed that her current out-
look on life and goals has
transformed. Ananya now
places greater importance
on personal evolution and
experiences a daily sense of
satisfaction. Her priorities
have shifted, reflecting a
deeper focus on personal
growth rather than
seeking external
validation.

On the work
front, Ananya is
eagerly waiting
for the release
of  her upcom-
ing film, Kho
Gay e  Hum
Kahan. 
AGENCIES

AGEING IN HOLLYWOOD IS REALLY 
HARD: JENNIFER LOVE HEWITT

leisure
The Tuxedo actress Jennifer Love Hewitt
recently spoke about the difficulties of
ageing. “Ageing in Hollywood is really hard.
It’s really hard because you can’t do anything
right,” she said. She opened up about her
feelings while speaking on a podcast.

Veteran British singer Cliff Richard wants to
try out new things for his career such as
eyeing duets with major American artistes
such as Taylor Swift. However, he seems to
be waiting for 34-year-old Taylor to call him
rather than him calling her.
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AQUARIUS
You blessed with a very
high level of patience and
practicality, and you can
easily untangle any problem. But, it gives
an excuse to the people around you to
wash their hands of any responsibility. 

PISCES
You could swing both ways
today! Fortunately, this
alludes to nothing more sin-
ister than the mix of the introvert and the
extrovert that you are. So, between a quiet
evening out by yourself at a classical music
concert, or performing on the dance floor at
the local disc — take your pick, says Ganesha.

SAGITTARIUS
You will find yourself rub-
bing shoulders will Lady
Luck today. Sharpen your
multi-tasking skills as you will keep busy
and have only occasional moments of
respite. Good will and green print, you
might find them both with ease and in
abundance, predicts Ganesha.

LIBRA
Today promises a definite
sense of pride and joy from
children who bring home
glory, says Ganesha. Fiscal gains are
also on the cards, and you may consider
it worthwhile to put your money into
lucrative businesses. Money-lenders
and stock brokers are likely to make
handsome earnings on this charming
and enchanting day.

SCORPIO
It is more than likely that
you will be in high spirits
today, says Ganesha. All
your energy and exuberance may not
yield expected results. That is no reason
to lose heart though. Keep up the effort
from your end and you will eventually
taste success in the days to come.

LEO
Nothing will overshadow
your love for your kids
today, and they will be the
number one priority for you. It seems like
a good day to take time out and monitor
their progress in school; so, do not skip
that PTA meeting. Remember, there are
various ways to teach children, so consid-
er taking them out on a small picnic or a
field trip to help educate them better. 

VIRGO
You will begin your journey
on the long, hard road to
success, predicts Ganesha.
Hard work will be the key to any
progress that you make. Avoid short
cuts, and all the toil and trouble will pay
off with rich returns as recognition and
rewards will come your way. 

GEMINI
You will try very hard to
strike a balance between
logic and emotions. Though
you may succeed in doing so in front of the
world, you may not be so discreet with
your friends. You will have an excellent
time with your sweetheart, but your physi-
cal appearance will be a cause of concern
to you, says Ganesha.

CANCER
A string of domestic respon-
sibilities awaits you; today,
you are about to realise that
it is a long, long string. Chances are that
this sudden rise in work pressure may
also lead to blood pressure problems. 

ARIES
Some decisions are hard to
take, but a firm resolve will
help you stay committed.
Sentimentality may shake your purpose,
but once decided, you must stick to it.
Also, learn to take heartbreak in your
stride, says Ganesha.

FORTUNE FORECAST

TAURUS
Definitely not a day when
you plan to get your feet
dirty (maybe a pedicure,
though). You might delay the start of a
new project. Perhaps, a romantic escape
with your sweetheart or a day in the spa
grooming yourself with a lavish makeover
will validate your lethargy today. 

CAPRICORN
You have sacrificed a lot on
enjoyment with friends and
family, done some back-
breaking work and kept your focus to
reach where you are right now. Ganesha
gives you a pat on your back for all the
hard work you've put in. Now, it is time to
watch the tree bear fruits. With some
additional responsibilities, promotion 
in terms of salary or position is on 
the cards for you. 

BREVITY

CALVIN AND HOBBES

PEANUTS CROSSWORD
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CHECK FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE PUZZLES TOMORROW

post To solve the Sudoku puzzle, fill in the boxes in such a
manner that every row, column and 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any.

CLIFF RICHARD WANTS TO 
WORK WITH TAYLOR SWIFT

Ananya on her 
changing priorities

ARBAAZ SET TO MARRY AGAIN



Free tea for drivers
In a bid to curb road mishaps
during night, Odisha
government decides to offer tea
to drivers of heavy vehicles on
NHs free of cost 

DOWNTOWN | P2

Super League revived
The European Union’s top court
rules UEFA and FIFA defied
competition law by blocking the
Super League

SPORTS | BACK PAGE

Stocks rebound
Sensex and Nifty recover by more
than half cent Thursday following
buying in index majors HDFC
Bank and RIL

BUSINESS | P9

15 shot dead
A mass shooting in
downtown Prague kills 15
people, Czech police and the
city’s rescue service say

INTERNATIONAL | P8
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IRREGULAR by MANJUL

If you want to impress the top leaders
with your speech, do some research…
check speeches from N Korea, Germany   
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PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, Dec 21: Leaving
the country in shock, 2016 Rio
Olympics bronze medallist Sakshi
Malik announced her retirement
from the sport, protesting against
BJP MP Brij Bhushan Sharan
Singh’s loyalist Sanjay Singh
winning the Wrestling Federation
of  India (WFI) cap, Thursday - an
outcome that triggered outrage
among wrestlers who have long
been fighting for justice.

Sanjay, a close associate of  out-
going WFI chief  Brij Bhushan,
became the new President with
his panel winning 13 out of  the
15 posts in the election - a result
that expectedly brought disap-
pointment for the top three
wrestlers - Malik, Vinesh Phogat
and Bajrang Punia - who had ag-
gressively pushed for a change
of  guard at WFI.

The top wrestlers had early
this year launched an agitation
against Brij Bhushan who they
had accused of  sexually ex-
ploiting women wrestlers. The
matter is in court.

“We slept on roads for 40 days
[during protest against Brij
Bhushan]. We fought with all
our heart. But if  the WFI presi-
dent is like Brij Bhushan - his
close aide and business partner
[Sanjay Singh] – then I sacrifice
my wrestling career. From today
onwards, you will not see me on
the mat,” a teary-eyed Malik said
and kept her shoes on the table.

“We wanted a female presi-
dent but that didn’t happen,”
Malik added.

Winning a bronze medal at the
2016 Rio Games was the high-
light of  Malik’s 13-year-old ca-
reer in which she bagged three
CWG medals, including gold in
the 2022 edition, and four Asian
Championship medals. Malik
had become India’s first woman
wrestler to win an Olympic medal.

Punia and Phogat also ad-
dressed the media. “It’s unfor-
tunate that government didn’t
stand by its word that no Brij
Bhushan loyalist will contest
the WFI election,” rued Punia,
adding that he is not sure if  he
will continue to pursue com-
petitive wrestling.

“With Sanjay Singh becoming

WFI chief, I don’t think women
wresters will get justice because
back door politics is still on to
break their resolve. About 15-20
girls met the Sports minister and
told him about the exploitation.
And today they are down to just
six and they too are being co-
erced to pull out,” alleged Punia.

Phogat alleged that women
wrestlers could face more ex-
ploitation under Sanjay.

“Making Sanjay Singh WFI
president means the coming gen-
eration of  women could well suf-
fer exploitation. What happened
behind the curtain will now hap-
pen in the open. I don’t know how
we will get justice in our country.
The future of  wrestling in this
country looks dark,” Phogat
added. MORE | BACK PAGE

BJP MP BRIJ BHUSHAN LOYALIST SANJAY SINGH ELECTED NEW WFI PRESIDENT

SAKSHI QUITS IN PROTEST 
We slept on roads for 40

days [during protest
against Brij Bhushan]. We
fought with all our heart.

But if the WFI president is
like Brij Bhushan - his

close aide and business
partner [Sanjay Singh] –

then I sacrifice my
wrestling career. From

today onwards, you will
not see me on the mat

SAKSHI MALIK | 
WRESTLER

AGENCIES

New Delhi ,  Dec  21:  The
Parliament Thursday gave its
nod to a Bill that seeks to estab-
lish a mechanism to appoint the
chief  election commissioner
(CEC) and election commissioners
(ECs), with Law Minister Arjun
Ram Meghwal asserting that it’s
in line with the SC directions.

The Lok Sabha passed the Chief
Election Commissioner and Other
Election Commissioners
(Appointment, Conditions of
Service and Term of  Office) Bill,
2023 by a voice vote. 

The Rajya Sabha had cleared
it December 12. MORE: P7

POST NEWS NETWORK

Cuttack, Dec 21: The Orissa
High Court Thursday granted
divorce to actor-turned-politi-
cian Anubhav Mohanty from
his wife Varsha Priyadarshini.

A division bench of  the HC
comprising justices Arindam
Sinha and Sibo Sankar Mishra
also quashed an earlier ruling of
a local family court, which in
September this year had rejected
Mohanty’s appeal for divorce.

“The HC clearly established
that the petitioner, Mohanty, was
treated with cruelty by his spouse

as she was afraid of  intimacy
after the marriage in 2014. On this
ground, the HC declared the
marriage to be dissolved by a
decree of  divorce under Section
13(1)(IB) of  the Hindu Marriage
Act, 1955,” Mohanty’s counsel
Lalitendu Mishra said.

Mohanty had filed a divorce
lawsuit before a New Delhi court
in 2019, which was transferred
to the Cuttack family court in
2020 by the Supreme Court on a
plea of  Priyadarshini. 

Both filed several complaints
and suits against each other with
police and magisterial courts. 

Bill on appointment
of CEC, ECs cleared

SHORT TAKES
5 soldiers martyred
Poonch/Jammu: Five soldiers were
killed and two injured when armed
terrorists ambushed two Army
vehicles in Poonch of Jammu and
Kashmir, Thursday. The vehicles,
carrying the personnel to the site of
a cordon-and-search operation,
came under attack at a blind curve at
Dhatyar Morh between Dhera Ki Gali
and Bufliaz under Surankote police
limits at 3.45 pm. P7

Couple held for fraud
Bhubaneswar: A couple, allegedly
involved in duping several people
to the tune of around `100 crore on
the pretext of supplying cars at
subsidised prices, was arrested by
the police here, Thursday. The
accused, Akshay Gouda and
Usharani Gouda, hailing from Aska
town under Ganjam, have been
arrested by Nayapalli police. P2 HC ALLOWS ANUBHAV, 

VARSHA TO PART WAYS

PLAYFUL MOOD: Twin 7-month-old cubs of tigress ‘Siddhi’ after they were released in the visitor display area at the
National Zoological Park, in New Delhi, Thursday PTI PHOTO
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CBDT confirms unaccounted 
sales by Boudh Distillery
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, Dec 21: Preliminary
analysis of  seized evidence dur-
ing the searches at places related
to Boudh Distillery Private Ltd
(BDPL) reveals records of  un-
accounted sales of  country liquor,
systematic details of  undisclosed
cash receipts and references for
movement of  unaccounted cash,
said the Central Board of  Direct
Taxes (CBDT), Thursday.

Unaccounted cash of  ̀ 351 crore
and jewellery worth more than
`2.80 crore were seized after the
Income Tax (I-T) department
conducted searches against the
disti l lery g roup and i ts  
promoters. 

The business of  the group is
“controlled” by a family based in
Ranchi in Jharkhand and one
of  the family members is a “po-
litically exposed person”, the
Board said in a statement, with-
out taking any name.

Official sources confirmed
that the action was linked to the
December 6 searches launched at
more than 30 premises in 10 dis-
tricts of  Odisha, Jharkhand and
West Bengal against Boudh
Distillery Private Ltd (BDPL),
promoted by the family of
Congress Rajya Sabha MP Dhiraj
Prasad Sahu.

Sahu’s family house in Ranchi
was also raided by the I-T de-
partment during the 10-day-long
search. Some recent media re-
ports quoted Sahu, 64, as say-
ing that the cash had nothing to
do with the Congress party and
that he would give an account of
everything. “Preliminary analy-
sis of  seized evidence reveals
records of  unaccounted sales

of  country liquor, systematic
details of  undisclosed cash re-
ceipts and references for move-
ment of  unaccounted cash. The
facts unearthed during the
search operation indicate that the
group has been indulging in
huge suppression of  income
earned from the liquor busi-
ness," the CBDT said.

It said “undisclosed” cash
amounting to more than `351
crore and unaccounted jewellery
exceeding ̀ 2.80 crore was seized
by the department.

“A substantial part of  the
cash, to the tune of  `329 crore,
was unearthed and seized from
obscure and dilapidated build-
ings, hidden chambers and hid-
den safe-house camouflaged as
an unoccupied/nondescript
residence located in small towns
of  Odisha including Sudapada
and Titlagarh in Bolangir dis-
t r i c t  a n d  K h e t r a j p u r  i n
Sambalpur district,” the state-
ment said.

This cash haul has been the
highest-ever seizure of  currency
by an agency in a single opera-
tion, officials earlier told PTI.

The CBDT, which frames pol-

icy for the I-T department, also
shared pictures of  wads of  cur-
rency stashed in almirahs and a
battery of  currency machines
being used to count the cash
along with the press statement.

The main employees looking
after the business activities of
the group “admitted” that the
cash seized during the search
operation represents the “un-
accounted” income of  the group,
generated through its multiple
business concerns, the Board
claimed. This was also “corrob-
orated” by one of  the family
members who is actively involved
in the business, it said.

The CBDT said the business
group is engaged in the business
of  manufacture and sale of  coun-
try liquor, grain-based alcohol,
bottling of  foreign liquor, running
hospitals and educational insti-
tutions.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
spoke about  the  searches
December 8, noting the money
looted from the public will be
returned as he posted a Hindi
newspaper report where the cash
recovered by the I-T department
was shown stacked.

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, Dec 21: There are
a total of  10 black tigers in India,
all exclusively found in Odisha’s
Similipal, the government in-
formed the Parliament Thursday.

Union Minister of  State for
Environment Ashiwini Kumar
Choubey told the Rajya Sabha
that melanistic tigers have been
documented only in the Similipal
Tiger Reserve in Odisha.

As per the 2022 cycle of  the
pan-India tiger estimation ex-
ercise, the Similipal Tiger
Reserve has 16 tigers, out of
which 10 exhibit melanism, he
said.

The minister said that the
Similipal Tiger Reserve has been
identified as a distinct conser-

vation cluster due to its genetic
composition.

Over the last five years, the
Similipal Tiger Reserve has re-
ceived a financial support of
`32.75 crore for wildlife conser-
vation, habitat management,
human resource, and infra-
structure development under
the centrally sponsored scheme

of  Integrated Development of
Wildlife Habitats (CSS-IDWH).

A study led by ecologist Uma
Ramakrishnan and her student
Vinay Sagar from the National
Centre for Biological Sciences
(NCBS), Bangalore, in 2021, re-
vealed that the coat colouration
and patterning causing the wild
cats to appear dark stem from a
single  mutation in  the
Transmembrane
Aminopeptidase Q (Taqpep) gene.

Published in the journal
Proceedings of  the National
Academy of  Sciences  in
September 2021, their study noted
that tigers in the Similipal Tiger
Reserve form an isolated popu-
lation in eastern India, with very
limited gene flow between them
and other tiger populations.

AFFIDAVIT
By Virtue of  an affidavit
before the Notary
Malkangiri, I Abudul
Zamir Khan, S/o.- Abudul
Hamid Khan, 164,
Sibasagarsahi, Mathili,
Dist-Malkangiri, Odisha-
764044. Declare by this
affidavit No.K199721,
dated 22.01.2020 that now
onwards I shall be known
as ABDUL ZAMEER
KHAN, S/O- Abdul Hamid
Khan for all future
purpose.

CLASSIFIED
AFFIDAVIT

AFFIDAVIT
I, Sri Uttam Kumar Sahoo,
aged 22 years, S/O.-
Nakula Sahoo, At-
Chakradharpur, P.O.-
Parbatipur, P.S.-Simulia,
Balikhand, Dist-Balasore
That, the property under
Mouza- Murtunga, Khata
No.128/54, Plot No.135 Ac
0.32 decs stands recorded
in my name. That, at the
time of  purchase of  the
above property, I have
obtained Original link
RSD No.425, dtd.16.04.2002
and Original Khatian
Khata No.95, Mouza.-
Murtunga from my
vendor. Lost Date:
15.12.2023 in this regard I
lodged FIR Copy lost
Service Request No.
24482053230011, Date of
FIR is on 20.12.2023, if  any
person or concern having
any claim and objection
over the aforesaid
property may contact:
Balasore Advocate:
Subodhakanta Panigrahi,
Mob.9861110353, Sri Uttam
Kumar Sahoo, Mob.
6371768136 within 15 days
from the date of
publication of  this notice.
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POST NEWS NETWORK

Bhubaneswar, Dec 21: In a bid
to curb road mishaps during
night, the state government
has decided to offer tea to driv-
e r s  o f  h e av y  ve h i cl e s  o n
National Highways (NHs) free
of  cost, Transport Minister
Tukuni Sahu said, Thursday.

According to Sahu, the driv-
ers can avail tea free of  cost
from hotels and dhabas on NHs.

“Besides, they can also take
rest there. District Collectors
will identify the hotels and
dhabas for the purpose,” the
Transport Minister said.

“Most of  the accidents take
place on NHs during night or in
the wee hours as the drivers
fall asleep. Providing them (dri-
vers) refreshment in the form
of  tea will definitely reduce
drowsiness-related accidents
at night,” Sahu added.

Regional Transport Offices
have been urged to start arrange-
ments in this regard during ob-
servation of  Road Safety Week
from January 1 to 7, 2024. 

The cash haul 
of `351 crore
has been the 
highest-ever
seizure of 
currency by 
an agency in 
a single 
operation

DEBADURLLAV HARICHANDAN, OP

Bhubaneswar, Dec 21: A cou-
ple, allegedly involved in duping
several people to the tune of
around `100 crore on the pre-
text of  supplying cars at subsi-
dized prices, was arrested by
the Commissionerate Police here,
Thursday. 

The accused, Akshay Gouda
and Usharani Gouda, hailing
from Aska town under Ganjam
district, posed as middlemen be-
fore several prospective buyers
claiming that they were in con-
tacts with dealers of  branded
car makers, said an officer from
Nayapalli police station where
a case under IPC Sections 420, 34
has been registered against them.

The arrested couple runs a
showroom, ’  Pattakhanda
Automobiles’,  in the Capital
City, in partnership with their rel-
ative, Sibananda Gouda, who is
also an accomplice in the crime,
the officer added.

Reportedly, scores of  com-
plaints had earlier been regis-
tered against the couple at
Pahala, Capital, Badagada,

Khandagiri and Lakshmi Sagar
Police stations, alleging fraud
and cheating. 

Giving more details about the
modus operandi of  the accused,
the officer said the duo used so-
cial media to advertise 50 percent
discount offer on brand new
cars. When potential buyers con-
tacted them, the couple would en-
tice them into a trap by dis-
playing bogus images where
they were seen delivering new
cars to people, he added. 

In several instances, the ac-
cused couple produced fake doc-
uments that mentioned agree-
ments with car dealers for
clearance sale, the officer stated.

The initial probe by Nayapalli
Police station has revealed that
the couple targeted affluent in-
dividuals in the city.  

A woman, who owns a car
showroom under the city lim-
its, claimed that the husband-
wife duo swindled ̀ 3 crore from
her, with fake promises to de-
liver cars from manufacturer.    

Another complainant, who
lodged a case at Nayapalli po-
lice station, stated that he paid
an advance amount to the cou-
ple for a SUV. However, the fraud-
sters stopped answering his calls
when the deadline arrived for
delivery. It was then he realized
he had been duped.

Cops unearth massive car
fraud; Ganjam couple heldPOST NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi, Dec 21: Ahead of
2024 elections, Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) MLAs from Odisha
Thursday met Prime Minister
Narendra Modi here and dis-
cussed the current political sce-
nario in the state.

The BJP legislators met the
Prime Minister at the Parliament
House and took his guidance for
strengthening the party for 2024
elections.

Earlier in the day, the MLAs
along with Union Education and
Skill Development Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan also met
party president JP Nadda. During
the meeting with the party pres-
ident, the state leaders discussed
strengthening the party for up-
coming elections.

Following the meeting with
the Prime Minister, Odisha op-
position leader Jayanarayan
Mishra said all the MLAs are
very happy and excited. He said
that the BJP will extensively
work and start programmes in
the state for ensuring victory in
the upcoming elections.  

“We are going to Odisha with
the blessings of  the Prime
Minister. Soon, the central lead-

ership will make visits to Odisha,”
Mishra said.

The BJP leader said that Prime
Minister Modi, Union ministers
Rajnath Singh, Nitin Gadkari
and Amit Shah, and party pres-
ident JP Nadda will visit Odisha
in coming days.  

The BJP MLAs congratulated
the party’s central leadership
on the astounding victory in
three Hindi-heartland states.

Earlier Wednesday, Congress
president Mallikarjun Kharge
and former president Rahul
Gandhi had held a crucial meet-
ing with the Odisha Congress
leaders to prepare strategy for the
2024 Lok Sabha and Assembly
elections.

Following the meeting, Odisha
Pradesh Congress Committee
(OPCC) president  Sarat
Pattanayak had said that the
Congress party is aiming to win
10-12 Lok Sabha seats in 2024
elections from Odisha.

Poll plans: BJP MLAs meet 
Modi, Nadda in New Delhi

SAI residential
school observes
Founder’s Day 
ARINDAM GANGULY, OP

Cuttack ,  Dec  21 :  SAI
International Residential School
(SIRS) observed the 6th Founder’s
Day here December 20 and 21
organising events centered on the
theme of  ‘Dashavatar.’ 

The festivities commenced
with an athletic meet, inaugu-
rated by Brijesh Kumar Rai, DIG
and Additional Commissioner of
Police, Bhubaneswar.

“The athletic event featured
track and field events, aerobics,
and yoga drills at the grand
sports stadium. Events like the
110 meters hurdles, boys’ and
girls’ 100 meters races, relay
races for both boys and girls,
and the final 400 meters races
added fervor to the day,” in-
formed a school official.

Houda El Aisati, a renowned
basketball player from Morocco,
joined the sports event to inspire
the participating athletes, urging
them to nurture a spirit of  sports-
manship and camaraderie. 

Second day of  celebrations
included a parents-teachers meet-
ing and an exhibition of  English
and science projects amidst dis-
tribution of  the Founder’s
Trophy and Academic Excellence
Awards. On the occasion, SAI
International Education Group
chairperson Silpi Sahoo said,
“SAI International provides a
nurturing environment for to-
morrow's leaders by empower-
ing children to showcase their
greatest talents. Our founder,
Bijaya Kumar Sahoo, set the
path for children's holistic de-
velopment in all spheres. We
keep up his inspirational work,
seeing our pupils achieve aca-
demic and athletic success. I
wish the  chi ldren of  SAI
International the very best in
all their future undertakings
since they are well known for
their academic excellence and
moral principles.”
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TAKING STOCK: 5T and Nabin Odisha Chairman Kartik Pandian reviewing various transformative initiatives at SCB
Medical College and Hospital in Cuttack, Thursday OP PHOTO

All 10 melanistic tigers in Similipal

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Bhubaneswar, Dec 21: Chief
Minister  Naveen Patnaik
Thursday launched four irri-
gation projects worth ̀ 3,160 crore
in Keonjhar, Mayurbhanj and
Balasore districts. 

While Patnaik inaugurated
two projects worth ̀ 822 crore in
Keonjhar district, he laid foun-
dation stones for two other proj-
ects worth `2,337.5 crore in
Mayurbhanj district though vir-
tual mode. The projects will fa-
cilitate irrigation in about 1.5
lakh hectares, officials said.

He inaugurated the left canal of
Baitarani river under Anandpur
barrage in Keonjhar district. The
28-km canal connecting Baitarani
and Salandi rivers will facilitate
irrigation to 2,221 ha of  agricul-

tural land in Hatadihi and
Anandpur blocks of  the district.
Besides, 56,550 ha in seven blocks
of  Balasore district will be irri-
gated by the canal in Kharif  sea-
son and 50,000 ha in Rabi season.

The Chief  Minister also ded-
icated the Haladia dam of
Subarnarekha irrigation project.
The dam will help irrigate an
additional 5,520 ha. Currently,
62,480 ha is being irrigated by the
project, it said.

Patnaik also laid the foundation
stone for the second phase work
of  Subarnarekha project. On
completion, it will irrigate 39,694
ha in Mayurbhanj and Balasore
districts, the statement said,
adding that the CM also laid the
stone of  a barrage over Khairi
Bhandhan river at Anlabani vil-
lage in Mayurbhanj district.

CM launches irrigation 
projects worth `3,160cr

Free tea for drivers



The 77-year old Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik achieved a milestone in his

political career July 21 by breaking the record
of former West Bengal Chief Minister Jyoti
Basu as the second longest-serving chief
minister of a state in India with a tenure of 23
years and 139 days. Patnaik, the five-time Chief
Minister, took charge March 5, 2000, and has been
holding the post for the last 23 years and 139 days
while Basu held the office for 23 years 137 days
from June 21, 1977, to November 5, 2000. Former
Chief Minister of Sikkim, Pawan Kumar Chamling still
holds the record of being the longest-serving Chief
Minister in the country. He served the state for over 25
years from December 12, 1994, to May 26, 2019.
Naveen Patnaik started his political journey
in 1997 after the demise of his father
Biju Patnaik. He formed a new party
December 26, 1997 in the name of
his father as a breakaway faction
from Janta Dal. Patnaik also
served as Union Minister of
Steel and Mines from 1998
to 2000, and he was a
member of Parliament
(Lok Sabha) from
Aska from 1997
to 2000.

PANDIAN:
RISE AND
ASCENT
On a dim pre-

dawn morning,
officials huddled up

on the Srimandir
premises for the

impending visit of
Kartik Pandian, the ex-

bureaucrat who was just
appointed as the chairman

of 5T and Nabin Odisha
initiatives, with the rank of a

Cabinet minister. The ‘4 am Officer’,
as Pandian is popularly known for
his wee-hour site tours that made

him the force behind the quick
implementation of a slew of projects across the

state, was on a visit to take stock of the progress of
Odisha’s flagship Srimandir Heritage Corridor project. The Tamil

Nadu-born 2000-batch IAS officer of Odisha cadre resigned from his
job to plunge in the service of Chief Minister and BJD supremo
Naveen Patnaik in October this year. 49-year-old Pandian has an
Odia connection; his wife, Sujata R Karthikeyan hails from the
Kendrapara district. She is the first Odia woman IAS officer in the
Odisha cadre from the state. Pandian’s influence is visible in the
various strides the state has made in recent
years. From hosting of the Asian
Athletics Championships, to two back-
to-back Hockey Men’s World Cups,
Pandian played a key role in
pitchforking Odisha into a global
sports hub.  His influence reached
beyond the sports arena to the
corridors of healthcare with the
revitalization of SCB Medical College,
the state’s premier health facility.
The industrial, startup and
agricultural sectors’ meteoric
progress in recent years and
transformation of the education sector
bear testimony to Pandian’s midas
touch to growth in 
every nook and cranny
of the state.

SUSHIL IN MOON MISSION
This year, 38-year-old Sushil Kumar Nayak of Balia village

under Chandannagar gram panchayat in Kendrapara
district was in news for his contributions to Chandrayaan-3
that landed successfully on moon August 23. Sushil has
been working as a scientist at Indian
Space Research Organisation’s
Satish Dhawan Space Centre
(SDSC) in Sriharikota of
Andhra Pradesh since
2009 and was involved in
programming and
launching the
Chandrayaan-3 mission.
At present, he is working
as the deputy head of
the Gaganyaan
project of
ISRO.
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PK JENA NEW CHIEF SECY
Pradeep Kumar Jena was

appointed the new Chief
Secretary of Odisha. He succeeded
Suresh Chandra Mahapatra, whose
term ended February 28, 2023. Jena,
a 1989-batch Indian
Administrative Service
(IAS) officer, was serving
as the development
commissioner,
considered the number
two position in the
state’s bureaucratic
hierarchy. 

MAGUNI CHARAN KUANR
Eminent

puppeteer from
Keonjhar Maguni
Charan Kuanr was
awarded Padma Shri
by President
Droupadi Murmu for
the year 2023 at the
Civil Investiture
Ceremony-I held at
Rashtrapati Bhavan
March 22. Eighty-
five-year-old Kuanr
received the highest
civilian award for his
lifelong contribution
to the promotion
and propagation of

the traditional rod puppet dance form of
Odisha. Kuanr has also received Kabi Samrat
Upendra Bhanja Award – the highest award of
Odisha Sangeet Natak Akademi for 2012 – and
Sahitya Akademi Award for 2004.

PRAMILA 1ST 
WOMAN SPEAKER

Anew chapter was added to the
history of Odisha Assembly this

year with the election of senior BJD
leader and Binjharpur MLA Pramila

Mallik as the first woman Speaker of the
House. Mallik was elected unopposed to
the coveted post September 22. Mallik, a
six-time MLA from the reserved (SC)
Assembly segment in Jajpur district, had
resigned as Revenue and Disaster
Management Minister September 21, 2023,
and filed her nomination as a BJD candidate
for the Speaker’s post. Speaker in-charge
Rajanikant Singh announced Mallik’s
election as the first woman Speaker of the
Assembly at a special session held before
the commencement of the Monsoon
Session of the House. The Opposition BJP
and Congress did not field any candidate
for the election to the post.

ANTARYAMI MISHRA
The prestigious Padma

Shri was bestowed
upon eminent litterateur
Antaryami Mishra in
recognition of his pro-
found contributions to
the realms of Odia lan-
guage and Jagannath cul-
ture. Mishra has por-
trayed Odia language’s
history and culture
through moralistic, ethical
and principle-oriented literary works. He is also the
recipient of Presidential Certificate of Honour (2019)
for his contribution towards Classical Odia.

PATAYAT SAHU
Ayurveda practitioner

and traditional healer
Patayat Sahu of Nandol
village in Kalahandi
district received Padma
Shri award from President
Droupadi Murmu in March
this year for his
contribution towards
agriculture. 66-year-old
Sahu has grown more than
3,000 medicinal plants in

his village without the help of fertilisers, chemicals
and pesticides. Sahu said that he had learnt
traditional healing practices from his grandfather,
who was a ‘vaidya’ (traditional healer) and that he
does not charge anything from his patients.

PADMA SHRI

KRISHNA PATEL
Renowned musician

and vocalist Krishna
Patel was conferred with
Padma Shri for her song
Rangabati this year. It is
also the first Indian song
to win three Padma
awards in the span of six
years. The 71-year-old
veteran vocalist has made
outstanding contributions
to Sambalpuri folk music. The award recognises her
tireless efforts in preserving and promoting the rich
musical heritage of Odisha. She started learning folk
music at a very young age and continued to perform
for over four decades. The song’s lyricist Mitrabhanu
Gountia was awarded the Padma Shri in 2017. Jitendra
Haripal, a Dalit singer and the song’s male vocalist,
received the Padma Shri three years later.

ADIEU

MANMOHAN AT THE HELM
Ahead of the crucial 2024 general and Assembly

elections, senior Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader
and former minister Manmohan Samal was appointed the
Odisha BJP president March 23. BJP national president JP
Nadda appointed him as the state BJP chief. Samal
thanked the central leadership for reposing faith on
him and giving him the crucial responsibility. The
party appointed Samal in the top post after
completion of three-year tenure of Samir
Mohanty. “The people of Odisha are waiting
for an alternative government. We will all
work hard with a collective effort, collective
leadership and collective decision to fulfil the
desire of the people,” Samal had said.

GITA MEHTA
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2023 will be remembered as the year when milestones 
were set, success found new meaning, while merit 

outweighed other considerations. With the shadow of the 
pandemic long gone from public memory, the juggernaut of
progress was propelled by new vigour as innovation played 

catalyst to realize transformation in various sectors.
Nevertheless, there were moments of grief and solemnity 

as the state lost many of its bravehearts and 
gifted sons and daughters that left a void 

which could never be filled

RAGHUBAR DAS TAKES CHARGE AS 26TH GUV  

Former Jharkhnd chief minister Raghubar Das
took oath as the 26th governor of Odisha,

October 31. Das replaced Ganeshi Lal who
completed his five year term in March.
Prior to the gubernatorial assignment,
Das was a national vice-president of the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). Das took a
plunge into the JP movement in the mid
1970s as a student leader, before joining
the Janata Party in 1977, and later
became a trade union leader. He joined
the saffron party in 1980 and was
elected from Jamshedpur (east)
Assembly constituency on a party ticket
in 1995. He won from the
constituency for five consecutive
terms till 2014. In 2004, he was
appointed the party state
president.  He became
the first non-tribal CM
of the state in 2014.

SINGER SOURIN BHATT IN SOUP 
The popular playback singer Sourin Bhatt found himself in trouble after a

woman lodged a complaint at the Mahila Police Station in Cuttack in
June this year alleging Bhatt of harassment and exploitation. A case was
registered against him and late he deposed before the Mahila police in
August while claiming the allegations to be ‘false
and baseless.’ A team of Cuttack-Bhubaneswar
Commissionerate Police had visited Sourin's
house in Kolkata and had raided his
Cuttack house. However, the police had
to return empty-handed. The singer
had then moved the High Court
seeking anticipatory bail, though the
court later rejected his plea. The
police issued a look-out circular against

the singer in September and in December
the sub-divisional judicial magistrate
(SDJM) in Cuttack issued a non-bailable

warrant (NBW) against him in
connection with the

harassment case.

AKADEMI HONOUR FOR POET PARIDA
Eminent poet Ashutosh Parida was declared one of the 24

recipients of the prestigious Sahitya Akademi Awards for
2023. Parida, known for his poetry collections like ‘Chandala,’
will receive the literary award for his poetry collection
‘Aprastuta Mrutyu’. Notably, he has eleven collections of
poems and one book of essays to his credit. For his literary
contribution, he has previously been conferred with several
awards and honours, including the Odisha Sahitya Academy
Award, Bhanuji Rao Memorial Award, Sachi Routray Kabita
Samman, and Satyabadi Sahitya Samman among others. His
poems have been translated widely into English and many

other Indian languages. Parida
received his PhD from the

Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur

and has worked as
a scientist at CSIR-
IMMT,
Bhubaneswar. He

has established
himself as a prolific

writer in Odia and
now lives with his 

family in the 
Capital city.
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THIS DAY IN HISTORY
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A s the Israel-Hamas war rages, the dire humanitarian situation
in Gaza is grabbing headlines – as well it should. But another armed
conflict, in Myanmar, is also causing mass suffering, with more

than two million people internally displaced and over a million more
streaming into neighbouring Bangladesh, India, and Thailand. And it
is attracting far less international attention.

This is not to say that outside forces are not engaged in the conflict
in Myanmar. On the contrary, the United States seems to view supporting
the rebel and pro-democracy groups attempting to overthrow the mil-
itary junta – which returned to power in a February 2021 coup – as a
kind of  moral test. But its approach is doing Myanmar little good.

After the military overthrew Myanmar’s nascent civilian government
– to which it had begun ceding power barely six years earlier – US President
Joe Biden’s administration re-imposed wide-ranging sanctions, which
it has since ratcheted up. But, so far, the sanctions have left Myanmar’s
military elites relatively unscathed, even as they have unravelled the
economic progress made over the last decade and inflicted misery on
ordinary citizens.

The Biden administration has also deepened engagement with the
so-called National Unity Government that
was formed as an alternative to the junta.
Though the US, like the rest of  the world, has
refrained from formally recognising the
shadow government, this has not stopped the
Biden administration from providing “non-
lethal aid” to its notional army, the People’s
Defence Force, as well as to ethnic insurgent
organisations and pro-democracy groups,
under the BURMA Act. And the US has a his-
tory of  interpreting “non-lethal” rather
loosely. Non-lethal support for Syrian rebels,
for example, included enhancing their op-
erational capabilities on the battlefield.

The groups the Biden administration sup-
ports in Myanmar do not share a common
cause, let alone a single political strategy.
The shadow government has failed to win
the support of  all major ethnic groups,
and its armed wing lacks a unified military
command. The ethnic insurgent groups –
some of  which have records of  brutality –
are often more interested in securing au-
tonomy for their communities than in
building an inclusive federal democratic sys-
tem, and some are willing to collaborate with
the junta to get it. Complicating matters fur-
ther, these groups’ territorial claims some-
times overlap.

It is impossible to say for certain whether
growing US aid flows have fuelled more vi-
olence in Myanmar. But there is no doubt that rebel attacks have lately
intensified, with serious consequences not only for civilians, who
often are caught in the crossfire, but also for neighbouring states. Just
last month, a major offensive – which enabled the rebels to gain con-
trol of  several border towns and dozens of  military outposts – drove
at least 72 government soldiers to flee to India in just one week. The
junta responded by intensifying its own lethal force, including puni-
tive air strikes and artillery barrages.

Meanwhile, more than 32,000 ethnic Chin from Myanmar have taken
refuge in India’s Chin-majority Mizoram, where they live mostly in refugee
camps. Thousands more have fled to another Indian border state,
Manipur, fuelling an increasingly violent conflict between the local pop-
ulation’s two main ethnic groups.

US aid to armed groups around the world has often fuelled disorder
and suffering, undercutting the quest for democracy. Judging by
Myanmar’s deteriorating humanitarian situation, it seems that this may
well be happening again. And Myanmar’s neighbours are being affected
in much the same way the US would be affected if  faraway powers sought
to punish Mexico and aid rebel groups there. Yet, far from letting the
neighbouring countries take the lead in setting policy toward Myanmar,
the Biden administration has insisted they toe the US line.

America’s uncompromisingly punitive approach to Myanmar’s mil-
itary junta has hopelessly divided the ten-country Association of
Southeast Asian Nations, preventing it from playing a constructive role
in the conflict. Paradoxically, the US has sought to co-opt ASEAN to pro-
mote democracy in Myanmar, even though the majority of  the group’s
members remain under authoritarian rule.

India, the world’s most populous democracy, is increasingly con-
cerned that the US approach is pushing resource-rich Myanmar into
China’s arms. India not only shares long land and sea borders with
Myanmar, but also views the country as a strategic corridor to Southeast
Asia. Given the cross-border movement of  people and guerrillas –
some trained and armed by China – close counter-insurgency cooper-
ation with Myanmar is vital for India’s security.

Biden’s misguided Myanmar policy seems to align with his public
rhetoric about a “global battle between democracy and autocracy.”
But elsewhere, his administration has adopted a more pragmatic for-
eign-policy approach, deepening strategic relations with non-democ-
racies in order to counter China’s growing influence. For example, dur-
ing the G20 summit in New Delhi this past September, Biden sought
to mend ties with Saudi Arabia. He then visited Vietnam, calling it a
“critical Indo-Pacific partner.”

Such realism should be welcomed: if  the promotion of  democracy
and human rights overrode all other considerations, US diplomacy would
have very few partners outside the West. But this approach needs to
be extended to Myanmar. The US would stand a better chance of  help-
ing to end direct military rule there by opening up lines of  communi-
cation with the junta and offering it incentives to reverse course.

It was the abandonment of  a failed sanctions policy in favour of
calibrated US engagement that helped bring about the formal end of
Myanmar’s military dictatorship in 2015. If  Myanmar is to avoid be-
coming a failed state, the Biden administration must adopt a similar
strategy today.

The writer is Professor of  Strategic Studies at the New 
Delhi-based Center for Policy Research and Fellow at the Robert

Bosch Academy in Berlin. ©PROJECT SYNDICATE 

N ovember 25, PM Modi
took a  sor t ie  over
Bangalore in an Indian-

designed Tejas aircraft. This em-
bodies his push for India to make
more of  its weapons. The jet is
20 years behind schedule and
powered by an American GE F
404 engine. DRDO describes Tejas
as a ‘spectacular aviation tri-
umph.’ Yet most Indian pilots
would kneel laughing over this.
Indian services tend to prefer
foreign weapons - European and
increasingly American – to those
produced by defence PSUs and
ordnance factories that have tra-
ditionally dominated India’s mil-
itary industrial complex. The
Arjun, an Indian-designed tank,
first appeared in the 90s. More
than 100 early variants were de-
livered to the Army. But they
were rejected by its would-be
users, as overweight and obsolete.
Yet a close look at India’s de-
fence efforts shows several areas
of  significant and underappre-
ciated progress. These include a
shift in focus, a massive reor-
ganisation of  the military com-
mand structure.

Indian leaders have been talk-
ing about China as the main
enemy for the last 25 years. But
deployment told a different story.

Only 12 of  the Indian Army’s 38
divisions historically faced China.
Terrorist attacks emanating
from Pakistan and domestic in-
surgencies absorbed most of  the
Army’s attention. The trigger
for change came in June 2020
when after years of  tensions,
Indian and Chinese troops clashed
violently in the Galwan Valley
in eastern Ladakh. After that
skirmish, India swiftly moved
68,000 troops and a bevy of  tanks
to the area, where a lone infantry
division previously covered 800
km of  frontline. Jets and heli-
copters were sent to northern
bases. A push for new roads, tun-
nels, and bridges was acceler-
ated; 60% of  border roads built in
the past three years have been
in states bordering China. The al-
location to  Border Roads
Organisation (BRO) has been
substantially upped to ̀ 5000 crore
out of  the capital expenditure
budget. The most important
change was that units that were
once ‘dual tasked’ (keeping an
eye on both China and Pakistan)
were told to focus on China. 

When Modi took office in 2014,
India’s defence budget was 23%
of  China’s. It is now 28%. But in
many areas the shortfalls are
stark. India’s Air Force has a

shortfall of  11 squadrons (200),
with creaking Mig 21s. Indian
Air Force officers acknowledge
privately that they are techno-
logically at least a decade be-
hind the PLA in the air domain.
The Navy, with 150 ships and
submarines is behind China’s
370. Admiral Karambir Singh,
previously CNS, notes that
China’s newest destroyers can
carry 112 missiles in their ver-
tical launch systems. India’s can
carry only 8 or 16. The Army
has serious constraints, with
45% of  equipment obsolete, as per
data provided to the Defence
Parliamentary Committee. Its
war stocks are supposed to last
for 40 days of  intense fighting on
two fronts. 

The major reason for the asym-
metry is that China has a very
large manufacturing hub and is
part of  the global supply chain,
unlike India where manufac-
turing as a share of  GDP remains
as low as 16% as against China’s
32%. India was a decade behind
in economic reforms and the
SMEs continue to languish due
to a lack of  technology, economy
of  scale, and most importantly
capital at a reasonable cost from
formal banking channels.

The military industrial com-

plex is a subset of  India’s over-
all manufacturing mosaic.
Instead of  remaining aloof  from
the manufacturing mainstream,
the Krishnamurthy Committee
strongly recommended collab-
orating in dual-use sectors like
aviation, shipbuilding, sensors,
and electronics. Besides there
is considerable scope for pri-
vatising many defence products
like helicopters, surveillance
vessels, and small arms which are
being produced in DPSUs and
ordnance factories. The way for-
ward for India’s military in-
dustrial complex to gain global
respectability would be to im-
prove our skilling quotient and
factor productivity. Forging vi-
able partnerships between Indian
industry (transcending public
sector favouritism) and Original
Equipment Manufacturers and
reputed design houses, improve
our quality of  education and
skill quotient. The world respects
countries that have strong man-
ufacturing bases, are globally
connected, and create enabling
environment for the investment
of  MNCs and design houses. 

The writer is a former
Joint Secretary (Aerospace),

Ministry of  Defence. 
Views are personal.

THE KASHMIR NARRATIVE
A

day-long conference
with an instructive
theme “Strengthening
international invest-

ment in Kashmir,” was held 19
December in New Delhi. It was
co-hosted by Indian Economic
Trade Organisation (IETO) and
Kashmir Central. There were
two major panel discussions;
one on the political conditions
prevailing in the state after ab-
rogation of  Article 370 and the
second was rebuilding the econ-
omy by “strengthening inter-
national investments.” The lat-
ter which I happened to chair is
the focus of  this piece. 

A couple of  words about the
organisers - IETO is a private en-
trepreneurial agency in pro-
moting Indian trade abroad and
facilitating international in-
vestment into India from across
the world. It is indeed a dynamic
and vibrant organisation en-
gaged in almost all the economic
zones of  the world – South Asia,
Africa, Latin America, West
Asia, Europe and the Pacific.
It has taken up the cause of
Kashmir in terms of  raising
awareness of  the business com-
munity in India and abroad on
the immense potential of  the
state in absorbing huge invest-
ment in multiple sectors.

Kashmir Central is a weekly
magazine from the Valley which
has been working for laying out
a genuine and authentic nar-
rative in the state. In the re-
cently  published book,
“Kashmir:  T he War of
Narratives” the author, who is
the editor of  the journal, talks
about how false narratives have
harmed the people in the Valley
and India as a country.

The conference sought to elim-
inate the mismatch between
politics and economy in India’s
foreign policy. I have talked
about it for years since it came
out glaringly in my research
on the European Union in India
30 years ago. The research has
resulted in a book titled ‘The
European Union and India: A
Study in North-South Relations’.
India’s trade deficit was more
than 60% with the European

Union, yet India did not have a
robust policy towards Europe.
India’s foreign policy was cen-
tred on Pakistan, Soviet Union
(Russia) and China, all because
of  a tenuous security situation
in Kashmir. 

Quite a few Kashmiris also
suffered from an overriding mind-
set of  confusion over its affilia-
tion to India or Pakistan, at the
heavy cost of  their economic
growth and development. Let me
illustrate it with an anecdote. A
few years ago, I escorted a dele-
gation of  companies led by
Scandinavian consulting agency
Rud Pedersen Public Affairs
Company. It is fairly a big agency
which has just employed the for-
mer Swedish Prime Minister
Stefan Loven as its consultant. 

At the end of  the Kashmir
visit, a press-meet was organ-
ised in the Press Club in Srinagar.
As the head of  the delegation,
Morten Pedersen was sharing
his ideas of  possible investment
by companies in the state. A jour-
nalist stood up to ask about the
opinion of  Pedersen on Kashmir’s
geographical location, whether
it should be a part of  India or
Pakistan! As it was an irrele-
vant question to an inappropri-
ate person, Pedersen hesitated to
answer. I stepped in to snub the
journalist, “the delegation is
here to explore investment and
job creation etc, the status of
Kashmir was not their concern.” 

Having said that, the confer-
ence in its two sessions on pol-
itics and economy sought to
solve the dichotomy by ad-

dressing both the sectors. In the
politics session addressed by
eminent and experienced pan-
ellists, the overwhelming opin-
ion was that Parliament en-
dorsed by the Supreme Court has
completed the process of  inte-
gration of  Kashmir into India.
Any doubt on its belongingness
was laid to rest forever. The
Kashmiris, even those with a
separatist mindset, have rec-
onciled to the reality. Now it
was time to build a new narra-
tive in the country and abroad. 

The ruling BJP’s narrative
is that Kashmir was ruled by
three families – Indira Gandhi’s,
Sheikh Abdullah’s and Mufti’s.
These families used Kashmir
for their own vested interests.
Internationally, the ‘Islam in
danger’ narrative and Pakistan-
Turkey connivance fed the mind-
set of  militants, mullahs and ex-
tremist Islamists subscribing to
revivalism. It was also recalled
that the Kashmir issue had
weighed heavily on India’s for-
eign policy because of  its geopo-
litical and religious importance. 

The economy of  the state was
discussed in great depth by speak-
ers from the bureaucracy, busi-
ness, academia and civil society.
The focus was on building in-
frastructure for IT, tourism and
other traditional sectors of  the
economy. Tourism, as is well
known has the greatest poten-
tial. A tourism expert as well as
a practitioner from Nepal pre-
sented a new tourist map con-
necting the beautiful spots in
the Himalayan corridor spread-

ing from Nepal to Ladakh and
Sikkim and Srinagar, and em-
phasised that tourism creates
grassroots economy by catering
to all sections of  society from
the state bodies down to the ‘ton-
gawalla’ and street shopkeepers. 

On innovative tourism, he
quoted Dr. Karan Singh, the
scion of  the royal family that was
at the helm when Kashmir ac-
ceded to India. Home Minister
Amit Shah said in Parliament
that in 2022, 1 crore 80 lakh
tourists visited the Valley. On law
and order, the violence has con-
spicuously reduced. A stable
law and order is a pre-condi-
tion for any big investment. 

On global investment in
Kashmir, Indian foreign policy
should make it a top priority.
It has so far dealt with Kashmir
as a security issue. Now that
the dust has settled in, it should
promote Kashmir as an eco-
nomic imperative. The Valley
has immense potential. Foreign
companies would like to invest
in the state for its cold climate,
natural beauty and a large seg-
ment of  youth population.
Kashmiris are good with their
hands. If  resources and infra-
structure are made available,
they would create wonders.

From the security point of
view, presence of  foreign com-
panies in the Valley should draw
in international support for the
stability of  the region. The in-
vesting countries would natu-
rally protect their business in-
terests. Trouble-mongering
countries like Pakistan would
not dare sponsor terrorism any-
more. Let us not forget that
Pakistan was using military re-
sources provided by other coun-
tries against India.

Kashmir is a perfect case for
blending security with the econ-
omy, trade and diplomacy, and for
shifting the focus from politics
to economy. At the end of  the day,
as James Carivilley, the strate-
gist of  Bill Clinton said in 1992:
“It is the economy, stupid.” 

The writer is Secretary
General, Association for

Democratic Socialism. ©INFA

FOCUS

From the security point of view, presence 
of foreign companies in the Valley should draw

in international support for the 
stability of the region

Flawed Policy
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Let us keep flaming in our heart
the fire of progress.

THE MOTHER

KASHMIR IS A
PERFECT CASE
FOR BLENDING

SECURITY WITH
THE ECONOMY,

TRADE AND
DIPLOMACY,

AND FOR 
SHIFTING THE
FOCUS FROM
POLITICS TO

ECONOMY 

DK Giri

WISDOM CORNER
If you begin to understand what you are without trying to change it,
then what you are undergoes a transformation. JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI

Imagination will often carry us to worlds that never were. But
without it we go nowhere. CARL SAGAN

The greatest happiness of life is the conviction that we are loved;
loved for ourselves, or rather, loved in spite of ourselves. VICTOR HUGO

NATION

Readers of Orissa POST
are most welcome to contribute letters
(200 words), articles and
columns (between 750-1250
words). Contributors are
requested to send their
contact numbers and full
postal address/email ID. They may also
send in their valuable comments, opinion
and suggestions, preferably by email, 
to: edit@orissapost.com

B-15, Rasulgarh Industrial Estate,
Bhubaneswar-751010

Letters
TO THE EDITOR

THE WAY 
FORWARD FOR

INDIA’S MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL 

COMPLEX TO GAIN
GLOBAL

RESPECTABILITY
WOULD BE TO
IMPROVE OUR

SKILLING 
QUOTIENT AND

FACTOR 
PRODUCTIVITY 

Satya Narayan Misra

Word of the year

Sir, American dictionary organisation Merriam-
Webster has recently announced that its word of  the
year for 2023 is “authentic.” The word is in gestic-
ulation of  the rise of  artificial intelligence (AI)
and spread of  misinformation on social media
platforms. Every year the dictionary company pub-
lishes its word of  the year, highlighting the top-
searched terms, and this year’s word “authentic”
was a decision that it said was driven by “stories
of  conversations about AI, celebrity culture, iden-
tity, and social media.” Although the importance
of  authenticity transcends all kinds of  industries
and all walks of  life, it is a term that resonates with
those of  us working within the cyber-security in-
dustry in particular. Interestingly, Merriam-Webster’s
word of  the year for 2022 was “gaslighting,” which
is a commonly misused therapy buzzword, and in
a way this word is opposite to “authentic.”

Ranganathan Sivakumar, CHENNAI 

Caste card

Sir, The INDIA bloc played the
Dalit card by proposing Congress
president Mallikarjun Kharge as
its Prime Minister candidate
for the 2024 general elections.
Trinamool supremo Mamata
Banerjee and Aam Aadmi Party
leader Arvind Kejriwal - both
nursing Prime Ministerial am-
bitions - surprised others by
proposing Kharge’s name. JD(U)
leader Nitish Kumar, another
PM aspirant, clarified that he
was not in the race. However,
one wonders whether the pro-
posal will find favour with the
Gandhis.

NJ Ravi Chander,
BANGALORE

Silent killer 

Sir, We yearn to live our lives with excitement
and passion. Our daily activities keep us mo-
bile and self-revitalising. We like running
around, performing well at work, shouting at
the top of  our lungs and feeling the adrenaline
course through our veins. However, the bad habits
we create for ourselves while living it up will
catch up with us in due time. High blood pres-
sure develops from a combination of  factors such
as smoking, alcohol consumption, eating fatty
foods and lack of  appropriate physical activi-
ties. Family history and aging also causes our
bodies to perform in sub-optimal conditions as
compared to the years of  our vigorous youth.
If  left unattended, high blood pressure can
damage blood vessels and gravitate to life-
threatening conditions such as heart prob-
lems, stroke and cardiac arrest.

CK Subramaniam, CHENNAI  
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Brahma Chellaney

Myanmar’s 
neighbours are

being affected in
much the same way

the US would be
affected if faraway

powers sought to
punish Mexico 

and aid rebel 
groups there 

1891: First asteroid discovered through astrophotography. 323 Brucia was
discovered by Max Wolf and was named after Catherine Wolfe Bruce, an
American patron of astronomy.

1941: US President Franklin D Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill met in Washington, DC, to discuss World War II.

India’s military modernisation
SPECTRUM DEFENCE
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Ayodhya (UP), Dec 21: The
UP Police department is mak-
ing elaborate plans to ensure
smooth traffic movement in the
holy city during the consecra-
tion ceremony on January 22.

To guide tourists and devotees
to the temple, police depart-
ment authorities plan to install
signage and direction boards
on roads across the holy city.
Additional Director General
(ADG) Lucknow Zone Piyush
Mordia said that directional
signs will be placed on roads in
Ayodhya to guide devotees to
the temples.

For the convenience of  devo-
tees coming from various parts

of  the country to Ayodhya, sign-
boards will be installed in dif-
ferent languages, including
those spoken on a large-scale,
such as Tamil and Telugu in
the south, he said.

ADG Mordia said that plans
have been made to mark the
routes leading to the main tem-
ples and create arrangements
for the movement of  devotees
on these routes as needed.

Since devotees will be walk-
ing, the movement of  vehicles
will be restricted on the main
roads. It is also being deter-
mined where vehicle access is
necessary to ensure that their
arrival does not hinder the
movement of  others, the ADG
said. Furthermore, plans are

being prepared according to
the requirements of  the routes.

E-rickshaws might be banned

on some routes, he said. Prime
Minister Modi is set to attend
the installation of  the idol of

Ram Lalla at the grand temple
on January 22. Preparations
are underway in full swing for
the event, which will draw dig-
nitaries and people from all
walks of  life.
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JAMMU &
KASHMIR

P5UTTAR PRADESH
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PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Srinagar, Dec 21: Kashmir’s
h a r s h e s t  w i n t e r  p e r i o d ,  
‘ C h i l l a i  K a l a n ’ ,  b e g a n
Thursday with the mercury
dropping several notches below
the freezing point at many
places, officials said.

Srinagar city -- the summer
c a p i t a l  o f  J a m m u  a n d
Kashmir -- recorded a low of
minus 4.3 degrees Celsius
Tuesday night, down from the
previous night's minus 3.7 de-
grees Celsius, they said.

Pahalgam in south Kashmir's
Anantnag district, which serves
as one of  the base camps for the
annual Amarnath Yatra, recorded
a minimum temperature of  minus
5.8 degrees Celsius, they said.

The famous ski resort of
Gulmarg in Baramulla district
recorded a low of  minus 3.0
degrees Celsius, the officials
said. Qazigund recorded a low

of  minus 4.0 degrees Celsius,
Kokernag town saw the mer-
cury settle at minus 3.0 de-
grees Celsius and Kupwara
recorded a low of  minus 4.0
degrees Celsius.

The weatherman has forecast
generally dry weather over the

next few days in Kashmir. The
drop in temperature has resulted
in the freezing of  many slow-
moving water bodies. It has also
resulted in the freezing of  water
supply pipes in some areas.

The intense cold wave has
forced people in the city to put

on extra layers of  clothes to stay
warm. With electricity supply er-
ratic in many areas of  Kashmir,
people have resorted to the use
of  Kangri, an earthen firepot, to
beat the chill.

The drop in temperature has
resulted in an increase in res-
piratory problems among chil-
dren and elderly. 'Chilla-i-Kalan'
is the 40-day harshest winter pe-
riod when a cold wave grips the
region and the temperature drops
considerably leading to the freez-
ing of  water bodies, including the
famous Dal Lake here, as well as
the water supply lines in sev-

eral parts of  the valley.
The chances of  snowfall are

the most frequent and maxi-
mum during this period and
most areas, especially in the
higher reaches, receive heavy
snowfall.

People spend more time in-
doors to avoid catching common
ailments like flu, cough and cold.
Traditionally, the valley resi-
dents used to consume dried
vegetables to overcome the
scarcity of  fresh vegetables dur-
ing the winter months as the
Srinagar-Jammu would often
be closed due to heavy snowfall.

While dried vegetables are
still consumed as delicacies, the
highway to Jammu does not face
frequent closures anymore.
'Chillai-Kalan' will end on
January 31.  The cold wave con-
tinues even after that in Kashmir
with a 20-day-long 'Chillai-Khurd'
(small cold) and a 10-day-long
'Chillai-Bachha' (baby cold). 

‘Chillai Kalan’ arrives with full fury 
The drop in temperature has

resulted in the freezing of
many slow-moving water bodies

The drop in temperature has
also resulted in an increase

in respiratory problems among
children and elderly

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Lucknow, Dec 21: BSP chief
Mayawati Thursday said it is
not appropriate for anyone to
make comments against parties
that are not part of  the opposi-
tion INDIA bloc because no one
knows when they might need
each other in the future.

Such people and parties have
to face a lot of  embarrassment
later, the former Uttar Pradesh
chief  minister said in a state-
ment without naming anyone. In
August this year, Mayawati had
announced that her party would
contest the 2024 Lok Sabha elec-
tions on its own in Uttar Pradesh
as past experience shows that
it does not gain anything from
entering into an alliance.

"It is not appropriate for any-
one to make idle comments about
the parties, including the BSP,
which are not part of  the oppo-
sition alliance. My advice to
them is that they should avoid
this because no one knows when
someone might need someone
in the interest of  the country
in the future," the statement
quoted Mayawati as saying.

"It is not right... Such people
and parties who make comments
have to face a lot of  embarrass-
ment later. The Samajwadi Party
is a living example of  this," she
said. According to recent media
reports, Samajwadi Party pres-
ident Akhilesh Yadav is not in
favour of  inclusion of  the BSP
into the INDIA bloc.

The BSP had fought the last
general elections with the
Samajwadi Party and has 10 Lok
Sabha MPs. Mayawati termed
the mimicry of  Rajya Sabha
Chairman Jagdeep Dhankhar
by opposit ion MPs in  the
Parliament complex "indecent".

"Incidents of  differences, ten-
sion and confrontation between
the government and the oppo-
sition are destroying the coun-
try's democracy and parlia-
mentary traditions," she said.

The political row broke out after
TMC MP Kalyan Banerjee de-
risively mimicked Dhankhar
during the opposition's protest
on the stairs of  Parliament on
Tuesday against the suspension
of  MPs, drawing strong con-
demnation from the ruling BJP.
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
was seen making a video of  the
performance by Banerjee.

On the Parliament security
breach, Mayawati said it is a
matter of  serious concern.
Instead of  accusing each other,
everyone should work together
in this matter. It is very impor-
tant to take strict legal action
against those involved, she said.

On December 13, two men
jumped inside the Lok Sabha
chamber from the visitors' gallery
during Zero Hour and released yel-
low smoke from canisters. They
were pinned down by MPs. Six
people have been arrested in con-
nection with the incident. On
the Ram temple, Mayawati said
the BSP is a secular party and re-
spects all religions but politics
being done in the name of  the tem-
ple is a matter of  concern.

"The politics that is being done
in the name of  this (Ram temple)
for the last few years is extremely
sad and also a matter of  con-
cern. It will only weaken our
country. It creates hatred among
people, which is not appropriate
at all," she said. 

The Shri Ram Janmabhoomi
Teerth Kshetra Trust has sent
invitations to 7,000 people, in-
cluding 3,000 VVIPs, for the con-
secration ceremony at the Ram
temple on January 22.

Mayawati targets SP

UP Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath inspects the construction work of Ram temple in Ayodhya, Thursday PTI PHOTO

INDO-ASIAN NEWS SERVICE

Gorakhpur (UP), Dec 21: Alpa
Nigam, 39, a Fulbright fellow
and a government teacher in
Titauli village in Gorakhpur
district, has developed a web-
based tool for early identification
and intervention for dyslexia.

The innovation will help chil-
dren facing difficulty in reading,
writing and spelling out words
due to dyslexia. Alpa, one among
four government teachers from
India to complete Fulbright
Fellowship at the University of
Rochester, was awarded for her
tool -- ‘Unlocking literacy’ -- that
comprehensively assessed read-
ing skills on 11 literacy areas
such as reading, comprehen-

sion, phonological awareness, to
pinpoint specific areas of  dif-
ficulty.

“Dyslexia affects 10-15 per cent
of  children in India and poses sig-
nificant challenges in reading, en-
compassing decoding, fluency,
and comprehension. If  we iden-
tify such children between classes
2 and 5, timely intervention can
thwart potential lifelong aca-
demic and social difficulties,”
said Alpa.

She is credited with setting up
a language lab, first in any pri-
mary school, where students
improve pronunciation and lin-
guistic skills. Alpa added that re-
search had shown that around

5-15 per cent children in rural
schools suffer from dyslexia.
“Proper diagnosis available for
dyslexia in India is expensive.
Our tool helps teachers to screen
children on the basis of  ques-
tions and get total score based
on which they can mark a child
into three categories – below
threshold with low risk, at
threshold with moderate risk,
and above threshold with high
risk,” said Alpa, who has al-
ready tested this tool during her
stay at Rochester.

The web tool was developed
with support from another gov-
e r n m e n t  t e a ch e r  f ro m
Rajasthan, Imran Khan, an-
other Fulbright fellow.

“Teachers like her (Alpa) are
a beacon of  change and em-
powerment for dyslexic kids
because most people (teachers
and parents) don’t see it as a
problem due to lack of  aware-
ness and knowledge. While work-
ing on our projects in the uni-
versity,  I  found her  work
exemplary, and offered help in
coding and developing the web
version of  her pen and paper
dyslexia tool,” Imran said.

THE INNOVATION
WILL HELP CHILDREN
FACING DIFFICULTY IN

READING, WRITING
AND SPELLING OUT

WORDS DUE TO
DYSLEXIA

DASHBOARD CAMERAS
INSTALLED IN COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES IN DODA
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Jammu, Dec 21: In a move to en-
hance road safety, the Jammu and
Kashmir administration has
launched a drive to equip commer-
cial passenger vehicles with dash-
board cameras to ensure the safety
of  travellers.

The direction to install dashboard
cameras was passed by the Union
Territory administration following
the deaths of  at least 39 people when
a bus veered off  a mountain road and
rolled 300 feet into a gorge in the
Assar area of  Doda district in
November.

Doda Deputy Commissioner
Harvinder Singh and Senior
Superintendent of  Police Abdul
Qayoom conducted an inspection
to oversee the installation of  cam-
eras in commercial passenger ve-
hicles in the district, officials said. 

The installation of  dash cameras
is part of  a strict measure taken by
the administration to address the
issue of  rash and careless driving by
commercial passenger vehicle driv-
ers, they said.

During the installation event, of-
ficials from the Motor Vehicles
Department were present to wit-
ness and support the implementation
of  the measure. 

J&K cops seek victims’
help to solve fraud case

UP teacher develops tool 
to deal with dyslexia

Special traffic plan for Ayodhya on January 22
To guide tourists and devotees to

the temple, police department
authorities plan to install signage and
direction boards on roads across the
holy city

Since devotees will be walking, the
movement of vehicles will be

restricted on the main roads

For the convenience of devotees
coming from various parts of the

country to Ayodhya, signboards will be
installed in different languages

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Srinagar, Dec 21: The Jammu
and Kashmir Police's cyber
wing Thursday asked the vic-
tims of  a Rs 59-crore online
financial fraud to share in-
formation to aid the investi-
gation into the case.

Several people, including
social media influencers, have
been questioned in the case, of-
ficials said and added that
multiple  locations in the
Kashmir Valley were raided
Tuesday and Wednesday as
part of  the probe and elec-
tronic gadgets and documents
seized. 

"If  you've been affected by
the recent online financial
scam or have info related to it,
your contribution is crucial!
Share details with us to aid
our investigation. Your infor-
mation matters! Together, we
can combat cyber fraud. Your
input can make a difference!"
the Cyber Police, Kashmir,
said in a post on X.

The cyber police have reg-

istered a case against unknown
persons in connection with
the online investment fraud
that came to light earlier this
week. Inspired by Bollywood
film 'Phir Hera Pheri', the
fraudsters set up a company
named 'Curative Survey' in
the Karan Nagar area and
duped several people of  at
least Rs 59 crore under the
pretext of  doubling their in-
vestment within two weeks,
the officials said.

The officials said the amount
might increase as the inves-
tigation is still in progress.
Initially, the company made
good on its promise which
brought in more investors and
the scheme was promoted by
at least two local YouTubers
adding to its popularity.

Soon after, the owners of
the company disappeared, the
officials said, adding that they
found the Karan Nagar office
locked.  The company had
opened branches in several
district headquarters and
towns of  Jammu and Kashmir. 

The BSP had fought the
last general elections with
the Samajwadi Party and

has 10 Lok Sabha MPs 
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‘Shikara-wallas’ row their boats through partially frozen Dal Lake in Srinagar. The 40-day harshest winter period 
in Kashmir, known as Chillai Kalan, began from Thursday

BJP workers stage a protest against the alleged ‘disrespect’ shown to the office of the 
Rajya Sabha Chairman by some opposition members in Jammu Students visit the Indian Navy warship ‘INS Sumitra’ anchored at Khidderpore Dock for exhibition in Kolkata, West Bengal

School students wearing masks in precaution against Covid visit the Vidhana Soudha in Bangalore, Karnataka Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar meets spiritual leader the Dalai Lama at Tibetan temple in Bodh Gaya

Police use water cannon to disperse KSU activists during their protest march to the Police Headquarters against alleged attacks by the police on activists of the Youth Congress and the Kerala Students Union in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala PTI/REUTERS PHOTOS

Supporters of Democratic Republic of the Congo’s President Felix Tshisekedi cheer for him, after he cast his vote at a polling 
station, during the Presidential election in Kinshasa, the Democratic Republic of Congo 
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I announce that all 14 lakh
state government employees,
teaching and non-teaching

staff of all schools, colleges and
universities, and employees of all
statutory undertakings and parastatals
and pensioners would be getting
another instalment of 4 per cent DA
from January 1, 2024
MAMATA BANERJEE | BENGAL CM

As many as 164 planes are lying idle at 15 airports in
the country, the government said. Most of the aircraft
are grounded due to Pratt & Whitney (P&W) engine
issues and there are also planes of non-operational
airlines, including Go First and Jet Airways. The P&W
engine issues have significantly impacted the fleet of
IndiGo, the country's largest airline

164 PLANES LYING IDLE AT 15 AIRPORTS
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All schemes
from Ladli
Laxmi to others

being run by the
previous government
will continue and
funds will be
transferred to beneficiaries’
accounts on the due date

MOHAN YADAV | MP CM

of the
day uote 

Now even
Parliament in
which the

Prime Minister
(Narendra Modi)
himself sits is no
longer safe, but
about 150 MPs were suspended after
asking questions

PRIYANKA GANDHI VADRA |
CONGRESS LEADER

Kejriwal skips ED
questioning again
New Delhi: Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal
Thursday skipped the second
summons issued by the ED,
alleging they were issued at
the behest of political rivals
who wish to silence the voice
of the opposition in the run up
to the 2024 Lok Sabha polls.
Kejriwal was summoned by
the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) for questioning in a Delhi
excise policy-linked money
laundering case Thursday. The
chief minister left for an
undisclosed location for a 10-
day Vipassana meditation
course Wednesday.

Woman, 2 kids
found dead
Thane: A 24-year-old woman
and her two minor children
were found dead at a house in
Thane city of Maharashtra
Thursday, following which a
case of murder was registered
against her estranged husband,
police said.  The bodies of the
three deceased were recovered
from the house of the woman’s
brother-in-law in Kasarvadavali
area of the city, they said.  

Ch’garh cabinet
expansion today
Raipur: The Chhattisgarh
cabinet will be expanded
Friday with the induction of
nine ministers, Chief Minister
Vishnu Deo Sai said here. It will
take the strength of the Sai-led
cabinet to 12. Nine MLAs will
be sworn in as ministers at the
Raj Bhavan at 11:45am, Sai told
reporters  Thursday.  

Massive fire
breaks out
New Delhi: A fire broke out in
the Gopaldas Bhawan
building, which houses offices
of several private firms, on
Barakhamba Road here
Thursday afternoon, sending
its occupants scurrying for
safety. The fire started on the
eighth floor of the 17-storey
building due to a short circuit
and spread to the ninth, tenth
and eleventh floors, fire
officials said. 

Student stripped
Jhansi (UP): A Class 10
student in UP's Jhansi was
allegedly beaten up, stripped
naked, and forced to consume
liquor by his classmates,
police said Thursday. The
student, along with his friends,
was taken to a deserted area
in the city, where he was
badly bruised, and the group
recorded a video of him, which
they later shared online. The
footage shows a group
beating up the student with
sticks while he pleads with
them to stop the assault.

SHORT TAKES

They (Centre)
raided Manish
Sisodia’s

(former deputy CM)
residence, offices
and other places but
couldn't find anything,
yet they arrested him. They are
targeting Arvind Kejriwal now

ATISHI MARLENA | DELHI MINISTER

national

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi ,  Dec  21 :  No 
experience can be a more har-
rowing for a husband than to see
his wife act as a widow while he
is alive, and such a conduct
amounts to “extreme cruelty”,
the Delhi High Court has said.

It said a marriage cannot sur-
vive if  a spouse deprives the other
of  conjugal relationship and doing
so is also an act of  cruelty.

“Nothing can be a more har-
rowing experience for a husband
than to see his wife act as a widow
during his lifetime, that too in a
situation where he was seriously
injured and expected nothing
more than care and compassion
from his significant other half.
Undeniably, such conduct of  the
appellant/ wife can only be termed

as an act of  extreme cruelty to-
wards the respondent/ husband,”
a bench of  Justices Suresh Kumar
Kait  and Neena Bansal  
Krishna said.

The high court's judgment came
while dismissing a woman's ap-
peal challenging a family court's
decision granting a divorce decree
in her husband's favour, holding
that she acted with cruelty to-
wards him.   “The marital dis-
cord between the parties has pin-
nacled to complete loss of  faith,
trust, understanding, love and
affection between the parties.
This dead relationship has be-
come infested with acrimony, ir-

reconcilable differences and pro-
tracted litigations; any insistence
to continue this relationship
would only be perpetuating fur-
ther cruelty upon both the par-
ties,” the bench said. It said the
bedrock of  any matrimonial re-
lationship is cohabitation and
conjugal relationship.

The couple had got married in
April 2009 and a daughter was
born to them in October 2011.
The woman had left her matri-
monial home a few days before she
delivered the child.

The man filed a divorce petition
in the family court claiming since
the beginning of  their married life

his wife was indifferent to him and
had no interest in discharging
her matrimonial obligations. He
alleged after she refused to do
household chores, the man's father
was compelled to take care of
routine tasks like cooking meals.

The woman denied the allega-
tions levelled by the man and
claimed it was her husband who
had encouraged her to go to her
parental home from where she
returned after 2-3 days. She also
rejected the allegation that she
stayed away from the matrimonial
home for 147 days.

The man claimed his wife used
to get annoyed on petty issues
and would quarrel with his fam-
ily, and once she refused to keep
fast on ‘Karwachauth' as the hus-
band had not got her mobile phone
recharged. Married Hindu women
fast for their husband's long life
and well-being during the festival.

Referring to another incident,
the man said in April 2011, when
he had a slipped disc, his wife, in-
stead of  taking care of  him, re-
moved the vermillion mark from
her forehead, broke her bangles
and wore a white suit, declaring
that she has become a widow.

Nothing more harrowing for man
than to see wife act as widow: HC
A marriage cannot 
survive if a spouse
deprives the other of 
conjugal relationship and
doing so is also an act of
cruelty, the court said

Parliament passes Press and
Registration of Periodicals Bill

AGENCIES

New Delhi, Dec 21: Parliament
Thursday passed a Bill to re-
place a British-era law govern-
ing the publishing industry and
simplify the process of  regis-
tration of  periodicals, amid de-
mands by members in the Lok
Sabha to also extend the regu-
lation to YouTube channels.

Information and Broadcasting
Minister Anurag Thakur said
the Press and Registration of
Periodicals Bill, 2023, which was
passed by voice vote in the Lok
Sabha, will make the registration
of  periodicals a one-step process
as against the eight-step process
in the archaic law.

“The Bill reflects yet another
step of  the Modi government
towards jettisoning the men-
tality of  slavery and bringing
new laws for ‘new India’,”
Thakur said.   The minister
slammed the previous Congress
governments for continuing
with the colonial-era law en-
acted by the British to curb
freedom fighters from starting
newspapers. Thakur said the
new Bill seeks to decriminalise
six provisions of  the previous
law barring one that pertains to
a six-month jail term for pub-
lishing newspapers or period-
icals without registration with
the government. The minister
said in cases of  publishing a
newspaper without registra-

tion the provision of  jail term
comes into force if  the pub-
lisher fails to comply with the
direction of  the Press Registrar
to stop publication within six
months. The Bill empowers the
Press Registrar General to 
impose penalties of  up to `5
lakh for publishing periodicals
without registration and up to
`20,000 for first penalty for 
failing to furnish annual state-
ment within the specified time.  

“The priority of  the govern-
ment is to end criminality, 
improve ease of  doing business
and ease of  living through new
laws and accordingly, efforts
have been made to substantially
decriminalise the colonial-era
statute,” Thakur said.

H e  s a i d  t h e  p rev i o u s
Congress-led government had
made attempts to amend the
PRB Act of  1867 but the legis-
lation proposed was “equally
harsh as the colonial-era law”

with government permission
required even to publish a col-
lege newsletter.

Thakur dismissed as base-
less the apprehensions voiced
by AIMIM member Imtiaz Jaleel
about a provision in the Bill
that seeks to empower the Press
Registrar to enter the premises
of  a periodical and “inspect or
take copies of  the relevant
records or documents or ask
any questions necessary for ob-
taining any information re-
quired to be furnished”. 

“The apprehensions of  Jaleel
sahab are baseless. You can
criticise the government as
much as you like. No action has
been taken, but if  you work
against national interest then
the law will take its own course,”
Thakur said. Earlier, partici-
pating in the debate on Bill,
BJP member Nishikant Dubey
wanted the government to ap-
point a nodal officer to curb
malpractices where in YouTube
channel operators seek to in-
dulge in blackmail, or small
newspapers crop up during elec-
tions to avail of  advertisments.

BJP MP Ganesh Singh also
wanted the government to put
in place a system to regulate
social media, which is used to
blackmail politicians.

BJD member Bhratruhari
Mahtab flagged the issue of  
increase in cost of  newsprint.

Parliament passes
Telecommunications Bill

Parliament Thursday passed a
Bill that seeks to allow the

government to temporarily take
control of telecom services in the
interest of national security and
also provide a non-auction route
for the allocation of satellite
spectrum. The Telecommunications
Bill, 2023, was approved by the
Rajya Sabha through a voice vote.
It was passed by the Lok Sabha
Wednesday after a short debate.

Information and Broadcasting
Minister Anurag Thakur said

the Bill, will make the
registration of periodicals a
one-step process as against the
eight-step process in the
archaic law

The Bill replaces the Press
and Registration of Books

(PRB) Act, 1867. The Rajya
Sabha had passed the Bill
August 3

CISF to take over
Parliament security 
New Delhi: The government has decided to
hand over “comprehensive” security of the
Parliament building complex to the Central
Industrial Security Force (CISF) in the wake
of the recent breach of the safety ring, offi-
cial sources said Thursday. The CISF will ren-
der access control to the new and old
Parliament complex in an airport security-
like fashion where body frisking of persons
will be done through hand-held detectors
and their belongings will be checked
through X-ray machines, with a provision to
even scan shoes, heavy jackets and belts by
putting them on a tray and passing them
through the scanner, the sources said.
Earlier, frisking of visitors to Parliament
complex was done by Delhi Police personnel.

HC sentences Ponmudy
to 3 yrs imprisonment 
Chennai: In a disproportionate assets case,
the Madras High Court Thursday sentenced
Tamil Nadu Higher Education Minister K
Ponmudy to three years in prison under the
Prevention of Corruption Act and also slapped
a fine of ̀ 50 lakh on him. Consequent to his
conviction and the prison sentence awarded
by the court, Ponmudy, a senior leader of the
ruling DMK stands disqualified as a legisla-
tor and as a result ceases to be a Minister.   

Cong gets into poll mode
New Delhi: The Congress Thursday said its
candidates for the 2024 Lok Sabha polls will
be decided “very soon” and asserted that it
would take all necessary steps to make the
INDIA bloc an effective bulwark against the
ruling BJP and its allies. During a four-hour
meeting of the Congress Working
Committee (CWC) here at the AICC head-
quarters, former party chief Rahul Gandhi
was requested to undertake Bharat Jodo
Yatra 2.0 from east to west and the proposal
is being “considered with positive intent”, a
senior leader said.

Winter Session concludes
New Delhi: The last winter session of Modi
2.0, which concluded Thursday, was an his-
toric session with as many as 146 MPs were
suspended in both Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha for protesting over the major security
breach in the Lok Sabha and demanding
Union Home Minister Amit Shah’s statement
on the incident. The session, commenced
December 4 in the new Parliament building,
witnessed a major security breach in the
lower house when two intruders jumped into
the Lok Sabha chamber from the public gallery
with canisters emitting smoke December 13.

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Poonch/Jammu, Dec 21: Five
soldiers were killed and two
injured when heavily-armed
terrorists ambushed two Army
vehicles  in  Jammu and
Kashmir's Poonch district
Thursday, officials said.

The bodies of  two of  the
slain soldiers were mutilated,
they said. The vehicles carry-
ing the personnel to the site
of  a cordon-and-search opera-
tion came under attack at a
blind curve at Dhatyar Morh be-
tween Dhera Ki Gali and Bufliaz
under the jurisdiction of  the
Surankote police station around
3.45 pm, according to the offi-
cials. Two former chief  min-
isters of  Jammu and Kashmir
-- Ghulam Nabi Azad and
Mehbooba Mufti -- strongly
condemned the attack.

The People's Anti-Fascist
Front (PAFF), an offshoot of
Pakistan-based terror outfit
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), claimed
responsibility for the ambush.

Jammu-based defence PRO
Lieutenant Colonel Suneel
Bartwal said a joint search op-
eration was launched in the
general area of  Dhera Ki Gali
in the Thanamandi-Surankote

region of  Poonch Wednesday
night on the basis of  "hard in-
telligence" about the presence
of  terrorists. As additional
forces were moving to the site,
the ultras fired upon the Army
vehicles -- a truck and a Maruti
Gypsy. The troops swiftly re-
sponded to the attack, the de-
fence spokesperson said. In
the ongoing operation, five sol-
diers were killed and two in-
jured, the officials said. The
injured have been admitted to
a hospital. The operation is in
progress and further details
are being ascertained, the of-
ficials said. Disturbing images
and videos emerging from the
site showed blood on the street,
broken helmets of  soldiers and
shattered windscreens of  the
two Army vehicles. The officials
have not ruled out the possi-
bility of  the soldiers engaging
in hand-to-hand combat with
the terrorists during the in-
tense confrontation.

AGENCIES

N ew  D e l h i ,  D e c  2 1 : T h e
Parliament Thursday gave its
nod to a Bill which seeks to es-
tablish a mechanism to appoint
the chief  election commissioner
and election commissioners
with Law Minister Arjun Ram
Meghwal asserting that it's in
line with the Supreme Court's
directions.

The Lok Sabha passed the
Chief  Election Commissioner
a n d  O t h e r  E l e c t i o n
Commissioners (Appointment,
Conditions of  Service and Term
of  Office) Bill, 2023 by a voice
vote after a brief  discussion.

The Rajya Sabha had cleared it
December 12.

Responding to the debate, Law
Minister Meghwal said the 1991
Act on the service conditions of
the CEC and ECs was a half-
baked attempt that left out the key
aspect of  appointments and the
present Bill covers such areas.

He also rejected suggestions
that the proposed law was against
the directions of  the Supreme
Court, which had asked the gov-
ernment to put in place a law
on the appointments of  the CEC
and ECs.  He noted that the top
court had said in March this
year that till the time a law is in
place, a three-member panel,

headed by the prime minister
and comprising the leader of  the
opposition in Lok Sabha and the

Chief  Justice of  India, will select
the CEC and ECs. Meghwal said
the bill is in consonance with
the SC ruling and not against
it. He said the committee men-
tioned in the judgement was a
"stop-gap" arrangement. Before
the SC ruling, the CEC and ECs
were appointed by the President
on the recommendation of  the
government. Referring to points
raised by some members dur-
ing the course of  the debate, the
minister said as per the doctrine
of  separation of  powers, ap-
pointments to the poll panel come
u n d e r  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  t h e
Executive and the prime minis-
ter has to be a part of  it. 

Bill on appointment of CEC, ECs okayed
New criminal laws
get Parliament nod
New Delhi: Three new bills that
seek to overhaul the colonial-era
criminal laws, making punishments
more stringent for crimes such as
terrorism, lynching, and offences
endangering national security, were
approved by Parliament Thursday.
The bills were passed in the Rajya
Sabha by voice vote. The Lok Sabha
had approved these Wednesday.

5 soldiers martyredSNIPPETS
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The US has
deepened its

partnership with India in
2023 and elevated
cooperation with it
through the Quad along
with Japan and Australia
ANTONY BLINKEN | 
US SECRETARY OF STATE

China’s financial hub Shanghai was
set to record its chilliest period in
December in four decades, spurring
authorities to issue warnings for low
temperatures and wind, while
northern cities battled icy conditions
forecast to ease only next week

SHANGHAI SHIVERS
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A contentious
immigration bill
backed by the

far right is imperfect
and needs some fixes
but is what the
French wanted and is
not a victory for the far right

EMMANUEL MACRON | FRENCH PRESIDENT

of the
day uote 

Our common
and immediate
priorities

include providing
humanitarian
assistance for the
Afghan people,
formation of an inclusive and
representative government
structure, combating terrorism and
drug trafficking, and preserving the
rights of women, children, and
minorities

RUCHIRA KAMBOJ | INDIA’S PERMANENT

REPRESENTATIVE AT THE UN

Let us remain
vigilant against
rigid

ideological positions
that often, under the
guise of good
intentions, separate
us from reality and prevent us from
moving forward

POPE FRANCIS

9 terrorists held
Peshawar: Pakistani police
Thursday arrested nine
terrorists, including the
mastermind and seven
facilitators, involved in one of
the worst terror attacks
targeting security forces in
recent years that killed 23
soldiers in the restive Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa province,
authorities said. Six terrorists
linked to Tehrik-e-Jihad
Pakistan (TJP), a newly formed
militant group, rammed into an
explosive-laden truck into the
security post in Dera Ismail
Khan in the South Waziristan
tribal district in Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa province.

12 killed, 13 hurt 
Beijing: At least 12 people were
killed and 13 others injured in a
coal mine accident in China's
Heilongjiang province, media
reports said Thursday. The
accident occurred in the Jixi
city's Hengshan district on
Wednesday afternoon, the
state-run China Central
Television reported. 

Ranil holds talks 
Colombo: President Ranil
Wickremesinghe Wednesday
met leaders of the Tamil
political parties and discussed
crucial matters, including the
provision of land rights for the
people in Sri Lanka's Northern
and Eastern Provinces and the
implementation of laws related
to resettlement and
reconciliation. The talks
Thursday were part of the
regular meetings with the Tamil
parties, which Wickremesinghe
initiated a year ago. The Tamil
National Alliance (TNA) - Sri
Lanka's main Tamil party - has
been pressing to discuss their
outstanding issues, including
the release of Tamil prisoners
who have been held under a
stringent anti-terrorism law.

SHORT TAKES

international

REUTERS

Kyiv, Dec 21: Russia has launched
about 7,400 missiles and 3,700
Shahed attack drones at targets
in Ukraine during its 22-month-
old invasion, Kyiv said Thursday,
illustrating the vast scale of
Moscow's aerial assaults.

Ukrainian air defences were
able to shoot down 1,600 of  the
missiles and 2,900 of  the drones,
air force spokesperson Yuriy
Ihnat said in televised comments.
"We are faced with an enormous
aggressor, and we are fighting
back," he said.

He said the lower missile down-
ing rate was due to the use of  su-
personic ballistic missiles, which are
much harder to hit, as well as the
fact that the West supplied Ukraine
with advanced Patriot air defence
systems only well into the war.

Ukraine has received advanced

air defence systems, including
several Patriots, from Western
allies throughout the invasion, al-
lowing it to shoot down more
missiles.

Meanwhile the cheaply-pro-
duced, Iranian-made Shahed
drones, known in Ukraine for

their noisy petrol engines, have
been used more and more fre-
quently in Russia's aerial as-
saults on Ukrainian infrastruc-
ture far behind the war's front
lines in the east and south of  the
country. "Ten to 15 regions are in-
volved in shooting down Shaheds

every night," Ihnat said.
Russia says it only fires on

military targets though Moscow
has also admitted to targeting

Ukraine's energy infrastructure.
Russia says it does not target
civilians, despite thousands of
documented civilian deaths
throughout the war.

Russia began launching the
drones at infrastructure facili-
ties in September 2022. They ini-
tially confused Ukraine's air de-
fences, as they were harder for

standard air defence radars to
detect than missiles, which forced
Kyiv to adapt.

The use of  the drones in massed
attacks then created a dilemma for
Ukraine as they were so cheap to
produce it was not cost-effective
to down them with expensive air
defence missiles. Ukraine now
uses vehicles with mounted ma-
chine guns to shoot down drones.

"We were shooting at them
with everything we could find,
with pistols, submachine guns,"
Ihnat said, recalling the early at-
tempts to down the drones. "Well,
even then it became clear that
the target is not simple, there
are many complications, mis-
takes. You need to prepare."

Western media outlets and an-
alysts have produced evidence, in-
cluding satellite imagery, of
Russia setting up its own Shahed
production facilities.

Russia has fired 7,400 missiles so far: Kyiv

Ukraine has received advanced air
defence systems, including several
Patriots, from Western allies 
throughout the invasion, allowing it 
to shoot down more missiles

Russia says it only fires on military 
targets though Moscow has also
admitted to targeting Ukraine’s 
energy infrastructure

REUTERS

Seoul, Dec 21: North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un said Pyongyang
would not hesitate to launch a nu-
clear attack if  an enemy provokes
it with nuclear weapons, state
media reported Thursday.

Kim made the remark as he
met with soldiers working for
the military’s missile bureau
and congratulated them over
Pyongyang’s recent launching
drill of  an intercontinental bal-
listic missile (ICBM), KCNA news
agency said.

He said the test demonstrated
the loyalty and strong stand of  the
armed forces and was “a clear ex-
planation of  the offensive coun-
teraction mode and the evolu-
tion of  the nuclear strategy and
doctrine of  the DPRK not to hes-
itate even a nuclear attack when
the enemy provoke it with nukes”,
KCNA reported.

DPRK is the abbreviation for
the North’s official name, the
Democratic People’s Republic of

Korea. North Korea said this
week it had tested its newest
ICBM on Monday to gauge the
war readiness of  its nuclear
forces against mounting U.S. hos-
tility.

The top diplomats of  the United
States, South Korea and Japan
Wednesday issued a joint state-
ment condemning North Korea’s
recent ballistic missile launches
and urged Pyongyang to engage
in “substantive dialogue with-
out preconditions”.

Kim said Monday’s launch
showed the military’s high mo-

bility and rapid attack capability,
and called for efforts to further
strengthen its combat efficiency,
KCNA reported.

In a separate statement, Kim’s
sister, Kim Yo Jong, condemned
the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) for holding a
meeting over the ICBM launch,
saying it was an exercise of  the
country’s right to self-defence.

“The UNSC should place heavy
responsibility on the irresponsible
behaviour and act of  the U.S.
and the ROK, which have ag-
gravated the tension on the
Korean peninsula through all
sorts of  military provocations
all year round,” she said. ROK
stands for South Korea’s official
name, the Republic of  Korea.

The United States, South Korea
and Japan staged a joint air drill
involving a U.S. strategic bomber
near the Korean peninsula on
Wednesday, the latest U.S. strate-
gic asset to be deployed as part
of  Washington’s pledge with
Seoul to boost defence readiness.

Kim warns of ‘nuclear attack’
The top diplomats of the United States, South Korea and Japan Wednesday issued a
joint statement condemning North Korea’s recent ballistic missile launches and urged

Pyongyang to engage in “substantive dialogue without preconditions”

Flamur Noka, lawmaker of the Democratic Party points a smoke flare into the face of a bodyguard during a Parliament
meeting in Tirana, Albania, Thursday. Albania’s Parliament has voted to lift the legal immunity of former Prime Minister
Sali Berisha, who leads the opposition Democratic Party and is accused of corruption AP/PTI

REUTERS

Cairo/Gaza/Jerusalem, Dec 21:
Fighting in the Gaza Strip es-
calated Thursday with some of
the most intense Israeli bom-
bardment of  the war and Hamas
demonstrated its ability to rocket
Tel Aviv, even as the enemies
held their most serious talks for
weeks on a new truce.

Israeli bombing was at its most
intense over the northern part of
the Gaza Strip where orange
flashes of  explosions and black
smoke could be seen as morn-
ing broke from across the fence
in Israel. Planes roared over-
head and the booms of  air strikes
thundered every few seconds,
punctuated by rattling gunfire.

In Israel's commercial capi-
tal Tel Aviv, sirens wailed and
rockets exploded overhead, in-
tercepted by Israeli defences.
Israel's Magen David Alom am-
bulance service said there were
several impact points but no ini-
tial word on casualties.

The armed wing of  Hamas
said it had fired the salvo in re-
sponse to Israeli killing of  civil-
ians. But with the group's leader
in Cairo for truce talks, the at-
tack seemed clearly timed to
send a diplomatic message that

10 weeks of  war that has laid
waste to much of  Gaza had failed
to destroy the militants' strike ca-
pability.

Residents in Jabalia in the
north of  the Strip close to the
Israeli border said the area was
completely cut off  with Israeli
snipers now firing on anyone
trying to escape. "It was one of
the worst nights in terms of  the
occupation bombings. Also we
could hear heavy fighting de-
spite that," said one Jabalia res-
ident who asked not to be iden-
tified for fear of  reprisal.

With Gaza's communications
links shut down for a second
day, the resident spoke to Reuters
by phone using an electronic
SIM card to access the Israeli
mobile network across the fence.
Gazans say such cuts to com-
munication links have typically
heralded Israeli assaults.

In a social media post, the
Palestinian Red Crescent said
ambulances were now unable
to reach large numbers of  ca-
sualties inside Jabalia. "We have
received several appeals re-
garding continuous shelling on

Al-Banna Street, Nazzala in
Jabalia, northern Gaza, with
dozens of  martyrs and wounded
individuals besieged there.
Unfortunately, neither the emer-
gency teams nor the rescue teams
have been able to reach them,"
it said.

T he World  Health
Organization said on Thursday
the last hospital in the north-
ern half  of  the Gaza Strip had
effectively ceased functioning
over the past two days, leaving
no place left to take the wounded.

The intensification of  fighting
comes even as diplomatic efforts
have been ramped up in the final
weeks of  the year to stave off
humanitarian catastrophe. The
sides are discussing a new truce
to release some of  the more than
100 hostages still held by militants
who stormed Israeli towns on a
killing spree on October 7. At
the same time, the UN Security
Council is working on a new
plan to ramp up aid.

Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh
was in Egypt for a second day for
negotiations, a rare personal in-
tervention which in the past has
signalled important stages in
diplomacy. Islamic Jihad, an-
other militant group, said its
leader was also headed there.

US AIMS TO WARM
TIES WITH BEIJING
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Washington, Dec 21: Gen. CQ
Brown, chairman of  the Joint
Chiefs of  Staff, spoke with his
Chinese counterpart Thursday,
in the first of  what officials said
will be renewed talks between the
two nation's senior military lead-
ers, as the Biden administra-
tion works to thaw relations with
Beijing.

The video call between Brown
and Gen. Liu Zhenli is the first
senior military communications
between the US and China since
August 2022, when Beijing sus-
pended all such contacts after
former House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi's visit to Taiwan. 

It comes on the heels of  sim-
ilar conversations between top
US and Chinese diplomats, all
triggered by the meeting last
month between US President
Joe Biden and China's President
Xi Jinping. Biden's meeting with
Xi, on the sidelines of  the Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation
summit in San Francisco, was
aimed in part at restoring the mil-
itary talks amid escalating con-
cerns about frequent unsafe or
unprofessional incidents be-
tween the two nations' ships and
aircraft in the Pacific region.

The US has consistently
viewed military communica-
tions with China as critical to
avoiding any missteps between
their armed forces and to main-
taining a peaceful Indo-Pacific re-
gion. Brown's call is the first
Cabinet-level communication

with China since Secretary of
State Antony Blinken spoke on
December 6 with Chinese Foreign
Minister Wang Yi.

While few details  about
Brown's call were released, a
senior US defence official and a
senior military official said it
was an important first step.
These are the kinds of  discus-
sions that the US needs to have
with China, they said, in order
to avoid misunderstandings or
miscalculations as the two mil-
itaries interact. The two offi-
cials spoke to reporters on con-
dition of  anonymity to provide
information before the call.

They said the US is talking
with China at various levels to
work out a series of  calls and
meetings in the coming weeks
and months. They include plans
to hold the bilateral Defence Policy
Coordination Talks early next
year and the possible resump-
tion of  the China-US Military
Maritime Consultative Agreement
talks in the spring.

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Islamabad, Dec 21: Major
Pakistani political parties, in-
cluding the PML-N led by for-
mer Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif,  sought extensions
Thursday to file nomination pa-
pers for the upcoming February
8 general elections, saying they
need more time to complete the
"time-consuming exercise."

According to the schedule is-
sued by the Election Commission
of  Pakistan (ECP), potential can-
didates are required to file nom-
ination papers from December
20 to 22. The top election body
began accepting nomination pa-
pers from prospective candi-
dates on Wednesday.

Three-time former premier
Nawaz Sharif's Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) party
sought a two-day extension on
Thursday for the filing of  nom-
ination papers, Geo News re-
ported. In a letter written to the
ECP, the Chairman of  the party's
election cell, Ishaq Dar, said, "To
facilitate thousands of  candi-
dates desirous of  taking part in
elections, it would be appreci-
ated if  only a two-day extension
is granted in filing nomination
papers by amending the sched-
ule issued on December 15, 2023,
without changing the polling
day, i.E., February 8, 2024".

"That perusal of  the schedule
reveals that only 03 days have
been allocated for filing nomi-
nation papers, whereas 07 days
have been allocated for the
scrutiny of  the same," the letter
pointed out.

PAK GENERAL ELECTIONS

Parties seek time
to file papers 

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Islamabad, Dec 21: A high
court in Pakistan Thursday dis-
missed Imran Khan's plea seek-
ing suspension of  the trial court's
verdict in the Toshakhana cor-
ruption case, in a fresh setback
to the jailed former prime min-
ister whose participation in the
February 8 general elections be-
came uncertain.

On August 5, the 71-year-old for-
mer cricketer-turned-politician
was convicted by the trial court
in Islamabad in the Toshakhana

corruption case filed by the
Election Commission of  Pakistan
and arrested.

The verdict meant the found-
ing chairman of  the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf  (PTI) party
was disqualified from con-
testing elections for five years.
Khan moved the Islamabad
High Court (IHC) for rectifi-
cation of  its August 28 order, by
way of  suspension of  the judg-
ment on August 5 passed by
the trial court.

The IHC, however, on August
28, suspended his sentence in

the Toshakhana case but his
conviction and disqualification
remain intact until the court de-
cides on the main appeal. His
conviction has not been set aside
so far, making him ineligible for
any public office.

The PTI chief  moved the IHC
seeking complete suspension
of  the trial court's verdict in
the case. On Thursday, the
Islamabad High Court (IHC)
dismissed his plea seeking sus-
pension of  the trial court's ver-
dict in the Toshakhana case,
Geo News reported.

Court rejects Imran’s appeal against conviction

War intensifies amid truce talks
Residents in Jabalia in the north of
the Strip close to the Israeli border
said the area was completely cut off
with Israeli snipers now firing on
anyone trying to escape

Planes roared overhead
and the booms of air
strikes thundered every
few seconds, punctuated
by rattling gunfire

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Prague, Dec 21: An armed
man opened fire in a univer-
sity building in downtown
Prague Thursday, killing 15 peo-
ple and sowing widespread panic
with one of  the Czech Republic's
worst mass shootings of  its
kind, police and the city's res-
cue service said.

The bloodshed took place in the
philosophy department build-
ing of  Charles University, where
the shooter was a student, Prague
Police Chief  Martin Vondrasek
said. He has not been named
publicly.

Police gave no details about
the victims or a possible motive
for the shooting at the building lo-
cated near the Vltava River in
Jan Palach Square. Czech Interior
Minister Vit Rakusan said in-
vestigators do not suspect a link
to any extemist ideology or groups.

Pavel Nedoma, the director of
the nearby Rudolfinum Gallery,
said he saw from a window a
person standing on a balcony of
the building and shooting a gun.
Police said they were still search-
ing the area, including the bal-
cony, for possible explosives. The
building was evacuated, Prague
Mayor Bohuslav Svoboda said.

15 killed in
mass shooting
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I don’t believe any good
tech company in the US

can even exist without having a
top-notch development centre in
India and Israel. It’s an
existential thing now, you can’t
really exist in the US (alone)
HARVINDER BHELA | CHIEF TECHNOLOGY
OFFICER, NETAPP

Sony Group Corp and Zee Entertainment
Enterprises Ltd have a one-month grace
period starting Thursday to close the
merger of their India operations that will
create a $10 billion media behemoth,
according to sources

ZEE-SONY MERGER: 30-DAY GRACE PERIOD
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The demand
for Indian
spirits is

increasing. It is
expected to go
beyond $1 billion in
the next few years.
Indian beverages market is growing
very fast and slowly demand for
these brands across the world is also
picking up

RAJESH AGRAWAL | ADDITIONAL SECRETARY,
COMMERCE MINISTRY

of the
day uote 

Though Oman
is a small
market but has

immense potential to
grow once tariff on
RMG (readymade
garments) is
eliminated post-FTA and will be
another doorway to GCC countries

MITHILESHWAR THAKUR | SECRETARY

GENERAL, AEPC

In 2023,
residential
sales are

expected to surpass
2,60,000 units and
launches 2,80,000
units to reach a
historic high post-2008

SAMANTAK DAS | CHIEF ECONOMIST AND HEAD

OF RESEARCH, JLL

SBI, EIB sign pact
New Delhi: State Bank of India
(SBI) Thursday said it will sign
a 200 million euro (about Rs
1,800 crore) Line of Credit
(LoC) with the European
Investment Bank (EIB) for
supporting climate action
projects in the country. The
agreement will be signed
December 21 at the bank’s
IFSC Gift City Branch in
Ahmedabad, SBI said in a
regulatory filing. The loan
document will become
operational, subject to
necessary approvals, it said.
Earlier this month, SBI signed
a 70 million euro (about Rs 630
crore) LoC with German
Development Bank KfW for
promoting solar projects in
the country.

INOX stellar debut
New Delhi: Shares of
cryogenic tank maker INOX
India Ltd Thursday made a
remarkable market debut and
ended with a premium of over
42 per cent against the issue
price of Rs 660. The stock
made its debut at Rs 933.15,
up 41.38 per cent from the
issue price on the BSE. During
the day, it jumped 50 per cent
to Rs 990. Shares of the
company ended at Rs 939.90
apiece, up 42.40 per cent. On
the NSE, the stock listed at Rs
949.65, rallying 43.88 per cent.
It ended at Rs 934 per share, a
jump of 41.51 per cent.

SHORT TAKES

business

REUTERS

Moscow, Dec 21: Russia has
handed out more than $12 billion
in state subsidies and loans to
keep its aviation sector afloat
since Western sanctions over
Moscow’s invasion of  Ukraine
cut off  supplies of  key parts and
maintenance services, a Reuters
analysis shows.

Dependent on foreign-made
aircraft, Russia faces the daunt-
ing task of  developing its avia-
tion industry alone with do-
mestically sourced parts, while
buying aircraft from foreign
lessors to avoid more of  its fleet
being seized.

Western planemakers Airbus
and Boeing halted supplies of
services and spare parts in March
2022 and dropped regular main-

tenance support for flag carrier
Aeroflot and other Russian air-
lines.

Since then, Russia has spent
1.09 trillion roubles ($12.07 bil-
lion) supporting the civil avia-
tion industry, including aircraft
manufacturing and financial as-
sistance for airlines, Reuters cal-
culations show, based on data
from the Ministry of  Finance
and the Accounts Chamber, which
oversees budget execution.

The spending is almost twice
as much as 547 billion roubles in
payments made in 2020-21, when
the Covid-19 pandemic caused a
drastic reduction in air travel,
and highlights the scale of  the
Kremlin’s effort to wrest con-
trol of  a crucial industry.

According to Swiss aviation in-
telligence provider ch-aviation,
Russian airlines currently op-
erate 991 aircraft, including 405
made in Russia.

But just 133 are Superjets made
by state-owned producer United
Aircraft Corporation. Other
Russian-produced aircraft -
Tupolev, Yakovlev and Ilyushin
- are rarely used for commer-
cial flights.

Support for aircraft manu-
facturing, a key industry, will
be maintained for years to come,
the industry and trade min-
istry said in response to Reuters’
findings.

Western aviation analysts say
the investments will at best keep
the fleet flying but doubt its air-
craft will return to Western mar-
kets any time soon, even if  the
conflict in Ukraine ends. That’s
because of  the cost and bu-
reaucracy involved in rebuilding
a fleet with a clean and trace-
able safety record and approved
parts.

RAINY DAY FUNDS
Russia has dipped into re-

serve funds, the data showed,
spending 110 billion roubles in
2022 on compensating airlines
for losses from a sharp rise in
jet fuel costs.

This year, the National Wealth
Fund (NWF) has played a big-
ger funding role with Moscow

drawing almost 400 billion rou-
bles for aviation spending so
far in 2023.

The scale of  spending in 2022-
23 is equivalent to just under
1% of  projected gross domestic
product (GDP) for 2023. Russia
has spent an additional 2.3 tril-
lion roubles in 2022-23 on devel-
oping transport outside the avi-
ation sector.

The country’s domestic air
passenger traffic began to re-
bound in late 2022, as airlines
found ways to import spare parts
through a grey import scheme
the government introduced.

Russian airlines have kept
their fleet of  Western jets in the
air, partly by importing spare
parts via third countries with-
out the manufacturers’ - mainly
Airbus and Boeing - consent.

Passenger numbers are re-
covering but still lag pre-Covid
levels. Meanwhile, the loss of
foreign parts and maintenance
expertise has raised concerns
about aircraft safety.

Some airlines have stripped
airplanes for parts, aviation
industry sources told Reuters
last year.

Moscow hurriedly localised
the registration of  its fleet and
has used NWF funds to buy back
aircraft from foreign lessors to
avoid the risk of  their confis-
cation when flying abroad.

Russia splashes $12bn to keep aviation sector in the air
THE IMPORTANCE 
OF A RELIABLE AIR
INDUSTRY IS 
PARTICULARLY 
CRUCIAL FOR RUSSIA
TO BOLSTER ITS 
NARRATIVE THAT
GLOBAL SANCTIONS
HAVE HAD BUT A 
MINIMAL IMPACT

n Russia has dipped into rainy
day fund to support aviation
sector

n Airbus, Boeing halted
services, key parts supplies in
2022

n Moscow faces daunting task
to reduce foreign dependency

Our fleet of aircraft is
very overloaded ... with
foreign-made planes.

We plan to produce more
than 1,000 aircraft by 2030,
our own planes. Work is
needed
VLADIMIR PUTIN | PRESIDENT, RUSSIA

REUTERS

Mumbai, Dec 21: India’s promi-
nent hospital chains are shifting
their focus to smaller centres
and facilities as they chase
growth in the booming health-
care market while coping with
higher real estate costs and a
dearth of  land space in its cities.

Though healthcare facilities
are still in short supply in most
parts of  India, and especially
so in its towns and smaller cities,
patients in the world’s most pop-
ulous nation are showing a
greater preference for specialised-
but-accessible amenities in the
post-Covid pandemic era.

That trend is expected to form
the bedrock of  demand in the
Indian healthcare market, which,
according to forecasts by global
consult ing  f ir ms Boston
Consulting Group and B Capital,
is expected to grow near three-
fold over eight years to $458 bil-

lion in 2030.
“We don’t build facilities with

600-700 beds anymore as you
have to be catering to a micro
market ,”  Temasek-owned
Manipal’s Managing Director
and Chief  Executive Officer
Dilip Jose said, highlighting
how India’s second-largest hos-
pital chain plans to focus on
units with 250-325 beds.

The change is also reflective
of  infrastructure issues.

“Metro Indian cities are too
large and the traffic at these
cities is making it difficult for peo-
ple for travel to one large hospi-
tal,” said a spokesperson at chil-
dren’s-hospital chain Rainbow.

That is forcing hospitals to
evaluate “micro markets” within
the cities and build smaller hos-
pitals to cater to them.

India has 1.3 beds per 1000
people, well below the World
Health Organization recom-
mended ratio of  3 per 1000, in-
dicating it needs 2.4 million ad-
ditional beds, a study by property

consultancy Knight Frank and
its US partner Berkadia showed.

It needs an additional 2 bil-
lion square feet of  healthcare
space to cater to its 1.42 billion
people, the study said.

CHANGING TACK
Healthcare providers are also

looking to get more bang for
their buck. “Bringing the serv-
ices closer to the customers is to
a large extent also driven by the
economies of  scale, which best
works up to a sizing of  300-350
beds,” said Saurabh Mehrotra,
executive director, valuation and
advisory at Knight Frank India.

Some hospital chains such as
Fortis Healthcare, partly owned
by Malaysia’s IHH Healthcare,
are shifting gears to cope with
volatile real estate prices.

Fortis is relying mostly on
“brownfield” sites, or land that
has previously been built on,
rather than land that has yet to
be developed, while expanding.

“This approach allows us to
efficiently advance our expan-
sion plans without the burden
of  fluctuating land prices,”
Fortis MD and CEO Ashutosh
Raghuvanshi said.

BOOMING MARKET

India healthcare giants 
think small to expand 

Though healthcare 
facilities are still in short
supply in most parts of

India, and especially so in
its towns and smaller
cities, patients in the

world’s most populous
nation are showing a
greater preference for 

specialised-but-accessible
amenities in the 

post-Covid pandemic era

n Indian healthcare market
expected to grow 3-fold over 
8 years to $458bn in 2030

n India needs additional 2bn
sq/ft of healthcare space to
cater to its 1.42bn people

Some of the larger
Indian healthcare
providers are also

moving to an asset-light
strategy, keeping the land
and building out of their
books, forcing commercial
property firms to change too
SAURABH MEHROTRA | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
(VALUATION AND ADVISORY), KNIGHT FRANK

One-time exemption
to LIC to achieve 25%
MPS in 10 years
AGENCIES

New Delhi, Dec 21: The gov-
ernment has granted a one-time
exemption to Life Insurance
Corporation of  India (LIC) to
achieve 25 per cent Minimum
Public Shareholding (MPS)
within 10 years, the state-owned
insurer said Thursday. 

The country’s largest insurer
LIC was listed in May 2022. The
government had sold over 22.13
crore shares, or a 3.5 per cent
stake in LIC, through an Initial
Public Offering (IPO). The gov-
ernment currently holds 96.5
per cent stake in the company. 

In a stock exchange filing,
the state-owned insurer said
the Department of  Economic
Affairs has decided to grant a
“one-time exemption to LIC to
achieve 25 per cent MPS within
10 years from the date of  list-
ing i.E., till May 2032”. 

Earlier this
year,  the gov-
e r n m e n t  h a d
a m e n d e d  t h e
re gulation so
that listed state-
run companies, including
banks, will not need to com-
ply with the rule requiring an
MPS of  25 per cent even after
their privatisation, if  the gov-
ernment decides so “in public
interest”. 

The exemption to the MPS
rule was earlier available only
to government-controlled com-
panies. The amendment, notified
in January -- extending it to
even after the sale of  govern-
ment stake -- is expected to make
it more attractive for investors
to acquire state-run companies. 

In July 2021, the government
had notified that all listed pub-
lic sector units would be ex-
empted from MPS.

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, Dec 21: Retail in-
flation for farm workers rose to
7.37 per cent and that for rural
labourers climbed to 7.13 per
cent in November, mainly due to
higher prices of  certain food
items.

Retail inflation in October
was 7.08 per cent and 6.92 per
cent for farm workers and rural
labourers, respectively, accord-
ing to an official statement.

Food inflation stood at 9.38
per cent and 9.14 per cent for
agricultural and rural workers,
respectively, in November com-
pared to the respective figures of
8.42 per cent and 8.18 per cent in
October 2023, and 6.19 per cent
and 6.05 per cent recorded in
the corresponding month of  pre-
vious year (November 2022), a
labour ministry statement said.

According to the statement,
point-to-point rate of  inflation
based on the CPI-AL (Consumer
Price  Index-Ag ricultural
Labourers) and CPI-RL (rural
labourers) stood at 7.37 per cent
and 7.13 per cent in November
this year as compared to 7.08
per cent and 6.92 per cent, re-
spectively, in October 2023.

The two comparable numbers
were 6.87 per cent and 6.99 per
cent in November last year, the
ministry said.

All-India Consumer Price
Index for agricultural labour-
ers in November this year in-
creased 12 points to 1,253, while
the index for rural workers ad-
vanced 11 points to 1,262. The
two indices were 1,241 points

and 1,251 points, respectively, in
October this year.

Major contribution towards
the rise in general index of  agri-
cultural labourers and rural
labourers came from the group
of  food items to the extent of
10.85 and 10.50 points, respec-
tively, driven by a rise in prices
of  rice, wheat atta, pulses, onion,
turmeric whole, garlic, mixed
spices, etc.

There has been an upward
trend in the index across all the
states except West Bengal (both
CPI-AL and CPI-RL indices de-
creased) and Himachal Pradesh
(CPI-AL index decreased).

In case of  agricultural labour-
ers, the index increased 1 to 10
points in 11 states, rose 11 to 20
points in four states and went up
more than 20 points in three
states. With 1,453 points, Tamil
Nadu topped the index table
whereas Himachal Pradesh stood
at the bottom with 958 points.

Retail inflation for 
farm workers, rural
labourers increases 

RETAIL INFLATION FOR FARM
WORKERS ROSE TO 7.37% IN NOV
AGAINST 7.08% MOM

RETAIL INFLATION FOR RURAL
LABOURERS CLIMBED TO 7.13%
AGAINST 6.92% MOM

Mahindra arm ties up with Attero
New Delhi: Mahindra Last Mile
Mobility Ltd (MLMML) Thursday said
it has tied up with lithium-ion battery
recycling as well as e-waste
management firm Attero. The
strategic collaboration, focused on
effective EV battery recycling,
represents a proactive effort to tackle
the environmental concerns linked to safe electric vehicle battery
disposal, the company, a unit of Mahindra & Mahindra, said in a
statement. MLMML sells various electric three-wheelers such as Treo,
Treo Plus, Treo Zor, Treo Yaari, and Zor Grand. The partnership between
MLMML and Attero is specifically focused on the sustainability and
recycling/reuse of lithium-ion batteries, the company said. “Teaming up
with Attero as a preferred partner for Li-ion battery disposal
underscores our commitment to provide pollution-free transportation
and drive towards a greener future,” MLMML Managing Director and
Chief Executive Officer Suman Mishra said.

Nexzu to invest `5K-cr for smart EV park 
Mumbai: Atulya Mittal-founded electric mobility firm Nexzu Mobility has
proposed to set up a smart EV Park in Gujarat and plans to invest Rs
5,000 crore in the project over the next 10 years, the company said
Thursday. Nexzu Mobility said it has signed an initial pact (MoU) with
the state government for this purpose. It also said the work on the
proposed project is set to begin next year once land has been allotted to
the company. “Nexzu Mobility will invest Rs 5,000 crore over the next 10
years to set up the smart EV park in Gujarat, which is expected to

generate employment for over 5,000
people,” the company said in a
statement. The proposed park will serve
as hub, provide comprehensive
solutions for Electric Vehicle (EV)
companies, professionals, owners, and
users by enabling an ecosystem in a
concentrated area and infrastructure
sharing, among others, it said. 

ELECTRIC INVESTMENT

REUTERS

New Delhi, Dec 21: India’s ex-
ports face a shortfall of  about $4
billion to $5 billion this year
after it clamped curbs on trade
in wheat, rice and sugar, a per-
son familiar with the matter
said Thursday, adding that Red
Sea attacks may also hit bas-
mati rice shipments.

The world’s second-largest
producer of  wheat, rice and
sugar, India has restricted ex-
ports of  these commodities to
rein in rising domestic prices.

New Delhi may consider an al-
ternate route along Africa for
shipments of  basmati rice if  at-
tacks by Yemen’s Houthi group
persist, which could lift prices by
about 15% to 20%, he added.

The alternate route may also

affect India’s exports of  the long-
grain rice to Egypt and Europe,
said the source, who spoke on
condition of  anonymity, as he
was not authorised to speak on
the matter.

However, India expects growth
in exports of  other farm com-
modities to offset the export
deficit this year, said Rajesh
Agarwal, an additional secre-
tary in the trade ministry.

“If  we remove agricultural
commodities whose exports are
controlled, like wheat and rice,
exports are growing by over
4%,” Agarwal told reporters.

“So, despite the shortfall of
about $4 billion to $5 billion that
we face because of  restrictions
on sugar, wheat, rice, we should
be able to meet last year’s ex-
port levels,” he said.

INDIAN TRADE CURBS TO 
CUT EXPORTS BY $4BN

REUTERS

Bangalore, Dec 21: India’s stock
benchmarks bounced back from
early losses, aided by a recov-
ery in energy and financials,
after booking profits at record
high levels in the previous ses-
sion even as the global market
rally lost steam.

The blue-chip NSE Nifty rose
0.50% to 21,255.05, while the S&P
BSE Sensex advanced 0.51% to
70,865.10.

“We think there is still room
on the upside for Indian mar-
kets,” said Sanjiv Bhasin, di-
rector at IIFL Securities, citing
rising foreign inflows on India’s
demographic premium, con-
sumption growth, easing global
rate outlook and robust domes-

tic growth momentum.
The Nifty 50 is up 5.57% so

far in December, on course to
log its best monthly perform-
ance in 2023, despite profit-tak-
ing Wednesday.

High-weightage energy and
financial stocks, gained 1.77%
and 0.59%, respectively, on the day,
leading the index gains. They
had dropped 2.68% and 1.09%, re-
spectively, in the previous session.

Reliance Industries, the second
heaviest stock in Nifty 50, gained
1.4% on multiple block deals.

The small-caps and mid-caps
gained about 2% and 1.7%, re-
spectively, after a sharp slide in
the previous session.

“The prevailing expensive val-
uations in the small- and mid-cap
segments of  the market can
make these stocks particularly
sensitive to changes in market
trajectory, sentiment and ex-
ternal factors,” said Rahul
Sharma, managing partner at
Equity 99.

The small- and mid-caps have
gained 51% and 42% in 2023 so
far, respectively, compared to a
17.4% rise in the Nifty 50.

Media surged 2.49%, powered
by a 4.07% rise in top constituent
Zee Entertainment Enterprises
after the company said it is in
talks with Sony Group’s India
unit to extend a merger dead-
line.

Cochin Shipyard and Mazagon
Dock Shipbuilders gained 6.19%
and 3.65%, respectively, after
signing contracts with India’s
Ministry of  Defence.

Asian shares fell after a drop
in Wall Street equities overnight
as the focus in the United States
turned to third-quarter growth
data Thursday and a key infla-
tion reading Friday.

Energy stocks aid benchmarks’ rebound 
The Nifty 50 is up 5.57% so far in Dec, on course to log its best monthly performance in 2023
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New Delhi,  Dec 21:  Brij
Bhushan loyalist Sanjay Singh
Thursday became the new
President of  the Wrestling
Federation of  India (WFI) with
his panel comfortably winning
13 of  the 15 posts in the delayed
polls, an outcome that triggered
outrage among protesting
wrestlers with Sakshi Malik an-
nouncing her retirement from the
sport.

Sanjay, who is UP Wrestling
Association Vice President and
hails from Varanasi, secured 40
votes as against seven that his
rival and 2010 CWG gold medal-
list Anita Sheoran got.

Given the tremendous inter-
est the outgoing chief  has in the
sport, it is expected that RSS-
affiliate Sanjay, who runs a con-
struction business, will consult
him in policy decisions.

“It’s a triumph for thousands
of  wrestlers in the country who
suffered in the past 7-8 months,”
Sanjay Singh told reporters after
his huge win. “We will respond
to politics with politics and
wrestling with wrestling,” Sanjay
replied when asked about politics
being played within federation.

The panel of  Sheoran, a CWG

gold medallist, though managed
to win the key post of  secretary
general with Prem Chand
Lochab, a former RSPB secre-
tary, defeating Darshan Lal 27-19. 

Devender Singh Kadian, who
runs a chain of  food joints on
National Highways and is con-
sidered to be close to protesting
wrestlers, claimed the senior
vice president’s post, beating ID
Nanavati 32-15.

The victory of  these two can-
didates from the Sheoran camp
suggests that a compromise for-
mula must have been worked
out since Sanjay won by a huge

margin while votes were split
in the elections for these two
posts. 

The WFI office expectedly
wore a festive look with Brij
Bhushan supporters shouting
victory slogans. Slogans like
‘Sanjay bhaiya kya le ke chale,
Brij Bhushan ki khadau le ke
chale’ (What did Sanjay carry
with him, Brij Bhushan’s wooden
slippers) also reverberated in-
side the BJP MP’s bunglow that
houses the WFI office.

The Brij Bhushan camp swept
all the four vice-president posts
with Delhi’s Jai Prakash (37),

West Bengal’s Asit Kumar Saha
(42), Punjab’s Kartar Singh (44)
and Manipur’s N Phoni (38) win-
ning the elections.

Uttarakhand’s Satyapal Singh
Deshwal, who is also from Brij
Bhushan camp, is the new treas-
urer.  He beat  Jammu and
Kashmir’s Dushyant Sharma
34-12. All five executive com-
mittee members were also from
the outgoing chief ’s camp.

The new Madhya Pradesh
chief  minister Mohan Yadav,
who did not turn up for the polls,
got only five votes in the VP elec-
tion.

NO MORE VENDETTA 
Brij Bhushan assured that no

vendetta politics will be played
and even if  the protesting
wrestlers want to continue
wrestling, they will be treated
with all fairness.

“There will be no partiality. All
will get support from WFI,” Brij
Bhushan told PTI when asked if
the federation will support the
wrestlers who had launched
protest against him. “We have to
look after the game and not the
mistakes of  the wrestlers. If  they
will suffer due to their mistakes,
then the federation will not be im-
partial,” he assured.

The wrestlers had officially
called off  their protest June 7
when the Sports Minister as-
sured them that none of  the fam-
ily members or close associates
of  Brij Bhushan will be allowed
to enter the WFI election fray.

“It’s unfortunate that gov-
ernment did not stand by its
word that no Brij Bhushan loy-
alist will contest WFI election,”
Bajrang said adding that he is
also not sure if  he wants to con-
tinue his career. 

LIFTING OF UWW BAN 
The WFI elections will also

pave the way for lifting the UWW
ban on it. The world governing
body of  the game had banned
WFI for not conducting election
on time, forcing Indian wrestlers
to compete as neutral athletes at
the 2023 World Championships.

BIRJ BHUSHAN LOYALIST SANJAY SINGH BECOMES NEW WFI PRESIDENT, PROTESTING WRESTLERS UNHAPPY

NEW CHIEF, OLD LINK
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Valencia (Spain), Dec 21: Indian
women wrapped up their cam-
paign in the 5-Nation hockey
tournament with a feisty 2-1 win
over Ireland here Thursday.
Deepika (4th) and Sangita
Kumari (22th) were on target
for India, while captain Kathryn
Mullan (12th) scored the only
goal for Ireland. 

India started the game on the
front foot, with Deepika slotting
the ball into the back of  the net
to give India the lead early in
the first quarter. But Ireland did
not sit back as they pressed hard
and equalised through Mullan in
the eight minutes later. 

In the second quarter, Ireland
looked to claim the lead, earning
two penalty corners in quick
succession but the Indians re-
mained resolute in their defence.
India earned a penalty corner

soon and Sangita stepped in to
put her team in the lead again be-
fore the halftime. 

The third quarter saw both
the teams earn a penalty cor-
ner each but they failed to cap-
italise on them and the score-
line remained 2-1 in India’s
favour. Ireland pushed for an
equaliser in the last quarter,
pegging India back into their
half  and earning three penalty
corners. 

But the Indian defence rose
to the occasion, saving all the
attempts and ensuring that they
walked away as the winners

India eves beat Ireland
2-1 in 5-Nations tourney

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Mumbai, Dec 21: Seamer Pooja
Vastrakar and off-spinner Sneh
Rana showed enough craft to
exploit a pitch offering variable
bounce to bundle out Australia
for a modest 219 in their first
innings on the opening day of  the
one-off  Test here Thursday.

In their first essay, India raced
to 98/1 at stumps as openers
Smriti Mandhana (43 batting,
49b, 8x4) and Shafali Verma (40,
59b, 8x4) added 90 runs. 

But India’s march to ascen-
dancy began through Vastrakar
(4/53) who teamed up with Sneh
Rana (3/56) and Deepti Sharma
(2/45) to snap Aussies innings in
77.4 overs despite an even fifty by
Tahlia McGrath (50, 56b, 8x4).  

However, Australia made a
poor start as they lost opener
Phoebe Litchfield in the first
over itself  after a mix-up with her
partner Beth Mooney at the
Wankhede Stadium. 

Four deliveries later, Vastrakar
produced a jaffa to remove Ellyse
Perry (4) and reduced Australia
to 7/2 inside the first two overs.
But McGrath, who was dropped
twice – on 24 and 45 – came out
firing on all cylinders to put
pressure back on India, making
most of  the errors in line and in
the field.

Mooney (40) batted well de-
spite her struggles early on, but
Vastrakar surprised the left-
hander with a sharp bouncer
that shot off  the surface. The
resultant edge lobbed towards
Rana at first slip after deflecting
off  the gloves of  Yastika Bhatia.

Having lost a chunk of  bat-
ting to reach 103/4 at lunch, both

Alyssa Healy (38) and Annabel
Sutherland (16) showed im-
pressive footwork during their
40-run association which ended
abruptly. Australia’s tail pro-
duced a good fightback to take
them past 200. 

A stubborn 30-run associa-
tion between Jess Jonassen (19)
and Kim Garth (28 n o) did frus-
trate India, who were made to
work hard for the breakthrough
on either side of  the tea break. 

But when India batted, there
were no such struggles. The
Shafali-Mandhana alliance ended
on 90 when Jonassen trapped
Verma in front of  the wicket.

BRIEF SCORES
Australia Women 219 (Tahlia

McGrath 50, Beth Mooney 40,
Alyssa Healy 38; Pooja Vastrakar
4/53, Sneh Rana 3/56, Deepti
Sharma 2/45); India Women
98/1 (Smriti Mandhana 43 bat-
ting, Shafali Verma 40). Match
to continue.

Vastrakar, Rana pack a punch to OzSHORT TAKES
Barca beat Almeria
MADRID: It was yet another
lackluster performance by
Barcelona, drawing jeers from the
home fans upset with the team’s
struggles against the only winless
team in the Spanish league so far.
Some of the jeers came even after
Barcelona found a way to beat
last-place Almeria 3-2
Wednesday. Roberto scored twice
and Raphinha once for Barcelona,
which moved three points ahead
of fourth-place Atletico Madrid.
Raphinha opened the scoring in
the 33rd and Leo Baptistao
restored parity in the 41st. In the
second half, Roberto put the
hosts ahead again in the 60th
before Edgar Gonzalez evened the
match in the 71st. Roberto then
found the winner.

Messi to join late
NEW YORK: Lionel Messi’s first
full season with Major League
Soccer’s Inter Miami starts
February 21 at home against Real
Salt Lake in a matchup three
days ahead of other openers, and
the eight-time Ballon d’Or winner
could miss at least six games
while with Argentina’s national
team. MLS released its schedule
Wednesday, with each team
playing 34 matches. Because of
the June FIFA window and the
Copa America, Messi also could
be with defending champions
Argentina when Miami plays at
Philadelphia (June 15), vs.
Columbus (June 19), at Nashville
(June 29), at Charlotte (July 3)
and at Cincinnati (July 6).
Following the Copa America final
July 14, Miami also has home
matches against Toronto (July
17) and Chicago (July 20).

Team bus crashes
ALGIERS (ALGERIA): The Algerian
Football Federation said that a bus
crash has killed two members of
its Ligue 1 side Mouloudia El
Bayadh and that it would postpone
all games scheduled for this week.
The federation late Wednesday
said the accident killed El Bayadh
reserve goalkeeper Zakaria
Bouziani, 27, and assistant coach
Khalid Muftah. Bouziani made two
league appearances this season.
Local media said the bus carrying
the team overturned in the town of
Sougueur in northwestern Algeria
on the way to Tizi Ouzou to play
JSK Kabylie in a league game
Friday. The club said on social
media that other injured team
members were in stable condition.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brussels, Dec 21: Super League
was revived Thursday after the
European Union’s top court ruled
UEFA and FIFA defied compe-
tition law by blocking the break-
away project.

The ruling was welcomed by
Real Madrid which, along with
Barcelona, is leading the fight to
form a rival competition to the
Champions League.

“It has been fully recognized
that the clubs have the right to
propose and promote European
competitions that modernize
our sport and attract fans from
all over the world,” Madrid pres-
ident Florentino Perez said.
“Today, a Europe of  freedoms
has triumphed, and also foot-
ball and its fans have triumphed.”

The case was heard last year
at the European Court of  Justice
after Super League failed at
launch in April 2021. UEFA
President Aleksander Ceferin
called the club leaders then
“snakes” and “liars."

The company formed by 12
rebel clubs — now led by only
Real Madrid and Barcelona after

Juventus withdrew this year —
started legal action and the court
was asked to rule on points of  EU
law by a Madrid tribunal.

“We have won the right to
compete. The UEFA monopoly is
over. Football is free,” said Bernd
Reichart, the CEO of  A22 Sports
Management that promotes
Super League. “Clubs are now
free from the threat of  sanctions
and free to determine their own
futures.”

Madrid-based A22 immedi-
ately announced new proposed
competitions for men and
women, saying young fans are
“turning away” from soccer.

In a presentation streamed
on YouTube, Reichart said there
would be no permanent members
of  the new competition and they
would remain committed to their
domestic leagues. The league
and knockout competition would
also be played midweek so as
not to impact domestic leagues.

The clubs accused UEFA of
breaching European law by al-
legedly abusing its market dom-
inance of  football competitions.

“The FIFA and UEFA rules
making any new interclub foot-

ball project subject to their prior
approval, such as the Super
League, and prohibiting clubs
and players from playing in those
competitions, are unlawful,” the
court said. “There is no frame-
work for the FIFA and UEFA
rules ensuring that they are
transparent, objective, non-dis-
criminatory and proportionate.”

The court acknowledged FIFA
and UEFA were abusing a dom-

inant position and their rules
on approval, control and sanc-
tions “must be held to be un-
justified restrictions on the free-
dom to provide services.”

While clearing the way for
Super League, the court also
said it “does not mean that a
competition such as the Super
League project must necessarily
be approved.”

UEFA said it addressed last

year “a historical shortfall within
UEFA’s pre-authorization frame-
work” and pledged to continue
defending the central role of
governing bodies in the European
sports model. 

Two years after the original
idea collapsed, Super League
promoters presented in February
a new proposal for a multi-divi-
sion competition involving up to
80 European teams and operat-
ing outside of  UEFA’s author-
ity. The latest plans announced
Thursday would involve 64 men’s
teams and 32 women’s clubs.

T he European Club
Association, which represents
Europe’s top football clubs, re-
iterated its staunch opposition
to Super League.

English clubs are still unlikely
to join a revived plan. The
Premier League’s international
appeal and financial power has
grown in the past two years, and
a UK Government bill announced
last month by King Charles pro-
posed powers to block English
teams from trying to join a break-
away league.

The Spanish league said
Thursday “that the Super League

is a selfish and elitist model.
Anything that is not fully open,
with direct access only through
the domestic leagues, season by
season, is a closed format.”

The court also noted that rules
giving FIFA and UEFA exclu-
sive control over the commer-
cial exploitation of  the media
rights related to their competi-
tions are “such as to be harmful
to European football clubs, all
companies operating in media
markets and, ultimately, con-
sumers and television viewers,
by preventing them from en-
joying new and potentially in-
novative or interesting compe-
titions.”

Reichart of  A22 said he will
offer to fans “free viewing of  all
Super League matches,” and
sent a message to clubs that “rev-
enues and solidarity spending
will be guaranteed” in Super
League.

The original announcement of
Super League sparked vehement
protests from fans, and Football
Suppor ters  Europe  said
Thursday there was “no place in
European football for a break-
away super league.”

European Union court rules in favour of Super League

FLORENTINO PEREZ

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

Paarl (South Africa), Dec 21:
Sanju Samson carved a well-
measured maiden ODI hundred
before Arshdeep Singh’s bril-
liant show with the ball helped
India seal the three-match se-
ries with a 78-run win in the
third and f inal  ODI here,
Thursday.

Samson’s knock (108, 114b,
6x4, 3x6) guided India to a chal-
lenging 296/8 before the Indian
bowlers bundled the home team
out for 218 with more than four
overs to spare. 

Chasing a challenging 297, the
Proteas were off  to a flying start
with the in-form Tony de Zorzi
(81, 87b, 6x4, 3x6) and Reeza
Hendricks (19) stitched 59 runs
for the opening wicket before
Arshdeep (4/30) dismissed the lat-
ter in the ninth over.

Axar Patel then ended Rassie
van der Dussen’s 17-ball struggle
to reduce the hosts to 76/2 in the
15th over. However, the wickets
didn’t stop De Zorzi from playing
strokes at will and he was ably
supported by his skipper Aiden
Markram (36, 41b, 2x4, 1x6).

The duo added 65 runs for the
third wicket before Washington

Sundar (2/38) got rid of  Markram
in the 26th over and it went down-
hill for the Proteas in the chase.
Arshdeep came back to dismiss
De Zorzi following a review re-
ducing the home team to 161/4.
From then on, South Africa kept
losing wickets to be eventually
bowled out for 218.

Earlier, Samson found a per-
fect sidekick in the patient Tilak
Varma, who struck his first ODI
fifty (52, 77b, 5x4, 1x6), as they
milked 116 precious runs for the
fourth-wicket to place India in a
position to win this series.

Samson and Varma came to-
gether when India were slightly
wobbling at 101/3 after being
asked to bat first. But the pair
showed excellent situational
awareness. Their partnership
was all about pragmatism with-
out letting go of  any opportu-
nity to unfurl any big shot.

Usually a free-flowing hitter,
Samson shelved his macho in-
tentions for a large part of  his in-
nings, concentrating on singles
and twos as the Boland Park pitch
also had this slight bite on it.

But the right-hander inter-
mittently brought out his T20
avatar into play like when he
smashed pacer Nandre Burger for
a big six over mid-wicket or while
executing an exquisite inside-
out loft over cover off  left-arm
spinner Keshav Maharaj for a
four. His fifty came off  66 balls.

But at the other end, Varma
generally struggled for flow as he
could find a boundary only in his
39th ball, a scratchy pull off
Hendricks. However, the left-
hander gave company to Samson
to take India out of  the woods.

Finally, Varma fell in his ven-
ture to accelerate, a miss-timed
sweep off  Maharaj ending in
the hands of  Wiaan Mulder in the
deep. But Samson carried on
and was not to be denied a hun-
dred this time.

The landmark moment for
him came when he pushed
Maharaj to long-off  for a single
as the dressing room went on
its feet to applaud a fine dig.
Samson was dismissed as he
tried to up the ante as a skier off
pacer Lizaad Williams was snaf-
fled by Reeza Hendricks inside
the rings.

However, a good cameo by
Rinku Singh (38, 27b, 3x4, 2x6)
helped India motor on in the
end phase of  the innings. But
before India made that good
fightback, the Proteas bowlers
had them on the ropes taking
three wickets.

Debutant Rajat Patidar, who
stepped in for an injured opener
Ruturaj Gaikwad was a treat
to watch during his 16-ball 22,
exhibiting wonderful eye-hand
coordination. KL Rahul also
helped Samson add 52 runs for
the third wicket.

BRIEF SCORES: India 296/8
(Sanju Samson 108, Tilak Varma
52, Rinku Singh 38; Beuran
Hendricks 3/63, Nandre Burger
2/64) beat South Africa 218 (Tony
de Zorzi 81, Aiden Markram 36;
Arshdee p Singh 4/30 ,
Washington Sundar 2/38, Avesh
Khan 2/45) by 78 runs.

Samson helps India seal series

AD-HOC PANEL DECISIONS CANCELLED
NEW DELHI: The newly-elected body of the WFI Thursday cancelled all the deci-
sions taken by the Bhupender Singh Bajwa-led ad-hoc panel, that had recently
changed the Olympic selection criteria and announced hosting of senior
National Championship in Jaipur. Hours after winning the WFI polls, 13 of the 15
elected members met at a city hotel here and discussed the way forward.
Secretary general Prem Chand Lochab and senior vice-president Devender Singh
Kadian did not attend the meeting. “The ad-hoc panel had announced that sen-
ior nationals will be held in Jaipur in January but this decision has been can-
celled. In fact, all the decisions taken by the ad-hoc panel have been cancelled,”
a WFI source told PTI. “The Olympic selection trial criteria which was
announced by the ad-hoc panel does not stand. We will host the U-15 and junior
Nationals in Gonda from December 28 to 30,” added the source. The Bajwa-
chaired ad-hoc body had announced that the Olympic quotas won by the
wrestlers will not belong to individuals but to the country and the quota-winning
wrestler will also have to undergo selection trials to book his or her place in the
national team for the 2024 Paris Games.
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